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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, AUGUST
time of judgment and not that at the
institution of the suit furnished the
proper basis for the action of the trial
court."
In case No. 1269, Territory of New

WILL ADJOUR

SHUT

'29.

SO 137

1910

"BILL" ANDREWS OF STATEHOOD BILL FAME IS HERE.

FOREST FIRES

ENTERTAINMENT

Says Santa Fes Climate is Good
Enough to Make Any One
Happy.

AT DE
vs. Carlos Cecil
CLEARED LANDS
Mexico, appellee,
AT
Ayer, appellant, from Bernalillo coun
ty, the judgment of the lower court is
The Hon. William H. Andrews, delin an opinion by Associate
More Opinions Today affirmed,
Made Large Area egate in Congress from New Mexico Benefit Concert for Sani.
Justice M. C. Mechem; Chief Justice Down for a Parade, Three Have
W. H. Pope, and Associate Justice
Territorial Supreme
Addresses and a
and known as "Bill of Statehood Bill
Available for Agri- tarium Will Be Given
E. R. Wright, however, dissenting, the
Fame"
in
is
the
city,
Court
culture
Tomorrow Night
Banquet
dissenting opinion being written by
Mr. Andrews came up from Albuthe former. The defendant had been
convicted of murder in the third dequerque yesterday noon and went
IMPORTANT gree. The syllabus says:
DRESS SUITS ARE TABOOED RAINS PUT OUT THE FLAMES straight to the Palace hotel where he HAVE AN ELABORATE PROGRAM
"In laying the foundation for the
was soon met by a number of his
introduction of the record of former
all of whom complimented
-friends,
ee Far Reaching in testimony given by a witness claimed Strong Personal Element in Total Deaths of Temporary
the former state senator of Pennsyl- Even Nippon Is Sending Artists
to
be
decfrom
absent
the territory,
Laborers Now Number
vania and chairman of the Republican
Reception Given the Rough
Tpretation of
to Aid in the Worthy
larations made by the witness as to
Statutes.
party of that state upon his looking
Rider
his intention to leave the territory
Cause
Seventy Three.
so well. The delegate was attired in
permanently and the return of the
a smart gray suit, with blue necktie
supreme court will sheriff of "not found" endorsed on
29. Improve- Cheyenne, Wyo., Aug. 29. Former
Washington,
Aug.
Of course, every music lover will
and smart socks golden, glorious and
bus-i- .
the
e
after
the subpoena issued, for the witness.,1 President Roosevelt's
ni-day,
conditions gener-- , of silk which
Chey- - n,('nt in forest
in
of
at the Adobe Grand opera house,
be
the
bell
stay
the
boys
- - i
are each of them competent to prove
many years,
les
.
'ally is noted from reports received at Palace hotel said were more stylish on Galisteo street, tomorrow night.
to
came
a
this
enne,
morning.
that
No.
the witness was not available.
1246,
1:
the forestry bureau today, despite the
s f
i;. case
2.
i
The evidence in this case con- -' He left at 7:35 for Denver. Before he fact that the fires on the western than even those Hon. Charles Spiess The reason is plain, for a fine entervs. New Mexi-- i
,
Aarc '
sidered and held not to tender a plea left the colonel said that the two days siope of tne divide are still in a sen-i- can display when he visits the An- tainment has been arranged, and like
Cc :'x- any, et al.,
CO Pi
cient City. It was also noticed that that given recently at the Elks' thedecid-- ' of self defense, held that an instruc-- .
Chevenne had been a delight to him
t
i
pel lan
Mr. Andrews had had a special sharp atre, it is for the benefit of St. Vin. i .. . One
,1
n. ... i. , ...
as
tion
to
for
i
motion
erron-self
a
auu
was
sui y to leave
:o:v.i,
defense, though
mai ut;
'
ed at t
Fires Under Control
crease
put in his trousers, a crease cent's Sanitarium, to help finish that
eous, was an error of which the ap-- ' of the speeches which Colonel Roose
'isd.
rehearii
terrified even the "unterrified"' splendid building on Palace avenue.
rethat
29.
to
Missoula,
Aug.
According
iscould
not
will
Michael
to
apmake
Denver
in
O'Neill,
velt
pellant
complain.
4,
today
Case
ports there are no serious fires east dogs of Washington avenue.
A ni'mber of ladies have lent their
3.
pellant, v, . Fred J. Otero, special mas- struct Where a trial court fails to in-- ' be before the Colorado Legislature. of the divide. The Bitter Root, Mis
When asked to discuss politics Mr. assistance to this cause and it is preclaims
to
as
the
all
the
friends
of
essential
Some of the
direct primar
jury
ter, appellee, involving mining
soula and Pend O'Reille fires are all Andrews began to praise the trees of dicted that the Adobe Grand will have
in Santa Fe county, appeal from San- ingredients of the crime charged, and ies have been honine: that he will
under control.
The total deaths of Santa Fe and its peerless climate a "capacity house." If you ask "why"'
subthe
defendant
was
and
neither
calls
un"the
is
but.
, ,
touch upon that subject,
argued
ta Fe county,
it
now number 7! which, he said, ought to make "close just, look at this program:
laborers
temporary
court's
attention to such omission nor likely that he will do so. It has been
mitted.
5 missing.
with
harmony" for any city.
7:30 p. m. Music by the First
An order was entered extending the takes exception thereto," Ihe cannot the colonel's practice not to speak on
Former Governor Prince was one of
A
in
avail
himself
M.
Band in the plaza.
of
Peet
Blessing
Disguise.
such error on appeal. state issues unless he feels he is
Regiment
temporary license of George
1 O XT
"AT
Ta tur.
(
TrritrtVir xra
29. Yesterday's rains the callers on Mr. Andrews last night
Seattle,
m.
Aug.
Music in front of the
7:45
t
p.
at Roswell.
local
thoroughly acquainted with the
4.
An instruction defining a "rea-- '
gave great assistance to the thou- and today the delegate called on Adobe Grand opera house.
The territorial .supreme court today
situation.
sands of men who have been fighting Governor Mills and a number of off8 p. m.
Two more selections, inside
handed down nine opinions and has onable doubt" to be "one for which
Rousing Welcome at Denver,
tbe forest fires east of Seattle and it icials. Mr. Andrews dined at the same the i.ouse, by the band.
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more
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the
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opinions
of
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29.
prepared several
roll,
Colo.,
Denver,
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table today with Hon. H. O. Bursum,
A ri el of moving pictures.
handed down before adjournment is evidence or want of it," though err--' artillery, '.booming out a salute or- is declared todav that,. rmnp nf the chairman
of the Republican party in
timber
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The
does
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not
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oneous,
In
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week.
this
danger
of
on
this
A specialty act by the Artego Twins,
taken
Wednesday
particular twenty-onTheodore
Atguns
New Mexico, Col. R. E. Twitchell,
greeted
case No. 1290, Territory of New Mex- case constitute reversible
error, Roosevelt as the train bringing him fires have made much land available
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Commissioner
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New Disaster Threatened.
Teresa
the judgment of the lower court is re- the defendant guilty solely on his own this morning, and told thousands
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versed and the case remanded for testimony.
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when
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before
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In the important case, No. 1256, the packed
trial. The opinion is by Associate
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Wallace
and
of
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fightlower court is reversed and the case Immediatey upon his arrival at 10:40 Idaho.
degree, for killing a Pueblo Indian,
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judge
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1. Where the
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be
will
former
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Republican
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1. Where a dying person makes no required by Sec. 20, Chapter 57 of the famous Rough Riders and there
the
that
announce
workers
in
the
nart
of
to
this
Territory. the opera house
declaration that he knows his danger Laws of 1907, ten days before the re- strong personal element in the greetdied Saturday night at his home on
desired improvement to the mov- or is conscious of his impending turn day of the writ, and also files as ing which Mr. Roosevelt met in Den- CRIPPEN AND PARAMOUR
68
San
was
street.
He
Francisco
CHARGED WITH MURDER.
jDg picture machine has been made
death and there is nothing in his signments of error, but not before the ver. Today's program will take up
of
was
and
the
his
death
age
years
ana it is predicted that the pictures
o'clock
return
10
day of such writ, a motion to nearly every minute until
conduct, or that of those present,
result of an accident which happened will not trouble the eyes tomorrow
29. Dr. Hawley Crip-peLondon,
Aug.
dismiss
President
the
writ
on
of
former
these
the
when
error,
acquiesced in by him,
tonight
and Ethel Clare Leneve, his typ- to him three months ago when he fell night.
from which such consciousness of im- grounds, not made untjl after such will retire. After reviewing the par
were
accused- of the murder of from his buggy coming from Pecos
will be denied. Armijo V3. Abey-ti- ade, which will be in charge of Gen ist,
pending death may be ascertained; filing,5 N.
Belle
the former s wife, in a to Galisteo. He sustained internal in- - ALBUQUERQUE RECOMMENDED
M.
Elmore,
533.
Colonel
is reasonably to be inyet, where
eral Sherman N. Bell, one of
formal
2.
FOR NEW ARMY POST.
Sec. 1, Chapter 120 of tflie Laws TnroaTat,on trnnnpro
charge at Bow street police
in the Rough
. . ...
u.
ferred from the tenrible character of
ivwovii
deat h.
was
Leneve
Miss
chargstation
of
today.
1909,
Sec.
to
20,
57
amending
the wound and his state of illness that
Chapter
Riders. The colonel will then go
Mr. Ortiz leaves a widow
whose General Thomas Would Abandon Fort
he was sensible of his danger and of the Laws of 1907, making the re- the auditorium where he will address ed also with harboring and maintainand maiden name was Miss Lucita Duran
the
after
turn
charge
Crippen
ing
of
a
error
of
130
writ
folday
Wingate for Site on Mesa Toconscious of impending death, his
days a public meeting. This will be
one
Fe.
son
of
He
was
who
Santa
The
had
it.
committed
he
while
from
ward Tijeras Canon.
knowing
date
of the writ instead of 90 lowed
statements, made under such circumat 4 o'clock by a talk to the specific nature of the charges lhad drowned many years ago in a cloudas
days
deals
with
are
formerly,
homicide
to
5
o'clock
procedthe
stances, relative
Colorado legislature, and at
29. Radical
interest as it is believed they burst near Galisteo. He leaves two
Aug.
Washington.
properly admitted as a dying declara- ure only, and prima facie, applies to Mr. Roosevelt will speak before the special
indicate that the mutilated body had brothers, Juan Ortiz and Susano Or- changes in the location of forts in
all actions those which have accrued
tion.
Mr.
war veterans. Then
Spanish
been identified to the satisfaction of tiz and one sister, Mrs. Josefita Davis, Arizona and New Mexico were recom2. Under a statute providing "when or are pending and future actions.
will get ready for the ban- the authorities. They also suggest all in Galisteo.
Roosevelt
3.
A decree granting an injunction
mended in his annual report to the
the jury retires to consider its verdOwnof the Colorado Livestock
Do- - war
was
at
Ortiz
Mr,
de
have
born
Real
quet
believe
that
the
that
they
and
police
a
inreceiver
an
department by Brigadier General
appointing
for
.
ict it shall be allowed to take the
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. ,,
T
,
Association at which he will
.,
miss jjc-tn- e lores, in Santa Fe county and wasijjarl D. Thomas, commander of the
evidence
iurtuer
solvent
the
concerning
under
instruccorporation
in
provithe
the
...
cause,
pleadings
sa-- j
on xne
vj,. the son of Juan Ortiz and Paulita Or- - department of the Colorado,
neves connection wuu uits tiagcuj
tions of the court, and any instru- sions of Sections 72 and 73, Chapter speatc
will not te
clothes
tne tiz. He was educated in schools in
At
niade
known
Evening
Range."
79
,haye
of the Laws of 1907, is a final deThe abandonment of Fort Apache,
thejr
ments of writing admitted as evidence,
worn. "Just a nlain dinner at which
hearinar the this city. When he arrived at the age1 Arizona, is recommended.
nf
tll(iav'S
Although
cree
within
terms
the
of
the
Organic
except depositions," it is error to perthe boys and talk with prisoners were remanaea unui oeic of 21 he engaged in the sheep and cat-- ' located in a
country,
mit the dying declaration which has Act relating to appeals and writs of I can" meet
was the request of the colonel, t(anli.pr c without having riled or made tie raising in southern part of theWith a climate "that is not excelled
thoni
error.
to
to
reduced
be
taken
been
writing,
4.
The complaint in a proceeding and his stand for the simple life at the any comment in reply to charges county and was very successful.
anywhere" General Thomas says it is
to the jury room for investigation
The funeral will take place at 8 very isolated, far removed from any
under the provisions of Section 72, dinner has brought joy to the troubled- agamst them. Inspector Dew in
and examination by the jurors.
The head- 8criDing the arrests, introduced
o'clock tomorrow morning from the settlements,
of the stockmen.
and exceedingly
In case No. 1281, Territory of New Chapter 79, of the Laws of 1907,
here have dence tending to show that Crippen
to the Cathedral the Verycuit to maintain, even in the best of
the
of
organization
which
Rail-wa"That
the
said
merely
vs.
alleges:
Eastern
Mexico, appellant,
Rev. Antonio Fourchegu, the vicar seasons "because of the wagon haul
numbers who asked contemplated suicide while at sea.
Company, appellee, appeal from corporation is insolvent and has sus- been besieged by.
to
we
got
Interment will over ninety miles of horrible road."
have
"Sav
general, officiating.
j
Chaves county, the judgment of the pended its ordinary business for want ucaijaii
suits
be made in Rosario cemetery. The
dress
those
of
one
of Fort Hua-chu- a
"If the
of
to
funds
on
into
the
climb
does
carry
same,"
lower court is affirmed in an opinion
Akers-Wagnsee
want
Underto
Furniture
and
do
few
sure
not
I
last
the
years is
during
sufficiently state the facts and cir- for this dinner.
GLIMPAN iY
'by Associate Justice Ira A. Abbott.
I can get
will
of
if
abandonhave
if
Company
darned
future
and
taking
cumstances
charge
I'm
but
such
of
to
colonel,
significant
the
"The
The syllabus says:
defendant
insolvency
colthe
funeral
Thorn- The
General
arrangements.
is
ment
make
a case within purview of the into one of those things."
contemplated,"
the Eastern Railway Company of New
"chuck
as continues, "I recommend the estabMexico, was the owner by purchase, statute. The facts and circumstan- onel will attend the cowboy
BIG
OF
GROWTH
Denver
lishment
ces
of a new post in this section
must
the
NCDRPDRATEQ
set
out
be
in the complaint wagon' lunch given by
from the Pecos Valley & Northeast
CITIES LAST DECADE. of Arizona to accommodate at least
ern Railway Company, of a railroad from which the insolvency of the com- Press Club the feature of which will
one squadron of cavalry."
be the serving of "grub" trom me
about 220 miles in length, extending pany shall appear.
Census of 1910 Shows a Decline
Suitable sites, he continues are to
In case No. 1282, James M. Cowles,
from a point on the southern boun
So.
of
of
Increase
found in the vicinity of Douglas,
be
vs.
Percentage
James
J. Hagerman, apdary line between New Mexico and appellant,
Urban Population.
Arizona.
suwhich
to
before
had
in
heen
a
the
pellee,
the
Mock
Texas, northeasterly
corro; Capital
point
years ago.
The abandonment of Fort Wingate,
town of Texico, at or near the easter- - preme court before, from Chaves counGun Accidentally Discharged.
$150,000
Washington, D. C, Aug. 29. Four in New Mexico, and the construction
ly boundary line between New Mexico ty, the judgment of the lower court Denver, Colo., Aug. 29. As the paannouncements of the census bureau of a Tegimental cavalry post, suffand Texas and, by construction, a was affirmed in an opinion by Asso rade which was reviewed by Colonel
cover
and
cities of more than 400,000 peo- icient at first to accommodate the
railroad extending from Rio Puerco ciate Justice John R. McFie. The case Roosevelt was passing Eighteenth
station on the Santa Fe Pacific rail- involved the claim of $1500 by Cowles, Tremont streets, the horse ridden by LAND HUNGRY STILL COMING ple. They are St. Louis, with 687,029, headquarters and the two squadrons
were
or an increase of 19.4 per cent as com- of cavalry near Albuquerque,
road, in Valencia county, easterly to balance alleged to be due by defend J. A. Williams of Delta, Colo., one of
recommended.
27.3
with
an
increase
of
a connection in Texico with the pur- ant for the sinking of a well on which the body guards of sheriffs, became
per
pared
,
chased railroad at its terminus there. the defendant had already paid $1600. frightened and W'illiams- revolver was More Than I welve 1 housand cent as shown by the census of 1900;
exIt built a branch road from Clovis, on Hagerman defended on the ground jolted from its holder. The gun
Pittsburg with 533,905, or an increase JAPAN IS PLANNING
Homestead Entries Made
TO RAISE ITS TARIFF.
of 18.2 per cent as against an inthe railroad it had constructed a few that the well was not completed with- ploded when it hit the ground. "WilLast Fiscal Year.
crease in 1900 of 31.3 per cent; Bufmiles west from Texico, to a point in a reasonable time, the contract not liams was riding behind Colonel
near tlhe station of Cameo on the first naming a definite period.
falo with 423,715, an increase of 20.2 Serves One Year's Notice on Great
Roosevelt and for a moment the powere filed toBritain of Abrogation of
papers
named road which point is also a
Incorporation
per cent as compared with 37.8 per
"
case
In
No. 1285, William G. Robert- lice letuea
aiwuijn
Treaty.
few miles west from Texico, began son, et al., plaintiff, vs. The Mine and to assassinate the former President day by the Bursum Company wiuh cent as compared with 37.8 per cent
Van Couver, B. C, Aug. 29. Accordin 1900 and Detroit, with 465,766, an
running all trains to and from Texico Smelter Supply Company et al., ap- The bullet struck Williams in tne ieg neaaquariers au ouronu. xuc
Canadian trade
into
divided
which had heretofore been mm over
wound him seriously. The talization is $150,000
increase of 63 per cent as compared ing to C. A. Harris,
pellee, from Lincoln county, in an but did not
who arrived
to
subscribed
commissioner
The
Japan,
division
1,500 shares.
Riders'
capital
the Pecos Valley and Northeastern
with 38.8 per cent ten years ago.
opinion by Associate Justice Frank passage of the Rough
di- has formally
from
Tokio
today,
Japan
railroad, over said branch road and W. Parker, the judgment of the lower was one of the most picturesque fea- -- is $85,000. The incorporators and
i3
shown
A decidely better average
M.
one
notice
Britain
O.
Great
Lulu
coloH.
are:
Bursum,
year's
given
rectors
The
by way of Clovis, over the portion of court Is reversed and the cause re- tures of the entire parade.
for the nine cities whose population
commercial treaty nethe
M. Dougherty of So- H.
into
and
Bursum
renouncing
said constructed railroad between
and
off
hat
his
peered
took
ranges between 200,000 and 400,000. gotiated ten years ago, to which Camanded with instructions to reinstate nel
Clovis and Texico, and abandoned the
the faces of the men, occasionally corro.
These are Denver with 213,381: St. nada
award
the
and
permanent
complaint
On Duty Again.
subsequently became a party.
men he had known in the
portion of the first named railroad berecognizing
224,326;
214,744;
Providence,
Paul,
suit
sale.
the
The
in accordance with the intenon
This
in
is
is
Otero
B.
duty
tween Texico and the point near Ca- injunction against
again
Page
Kansas City, 248,381; Jersey City, tion of
ma- Cuban campaign.
to
foreclose
been
a
had
at
brought
Police
Mounted
the
of
meo where the branch road connected.
Japan to negotiate a new arthe office
Newin harmony with a prothe nn.nit.ol. having charge of the 267,779; Washington, 331,069;
rangement
The distance from Texico to the last terial man's lien upon a mining claim SAUERKRAUT SUPPLY WILL
347,469; Cincinnati, 364,646, and
and
awardark,
was
decree
foreclosure
of
from
recovered
has
higherr
13.2
protective tariff.
books.
He
posed
named point is
just
PROBABLY RUN SHORT,
miles, and beMilwaukee with 373857. For this
'
tween the same points by way of Clo- ed. The appellants, owners of the
a long and tedious illness.
group the average growth amounted MILLIONAIRE KING OF
property, were not served with pro- It Wouldn't Be if the Factories Would
vis 19 miles.
More Than 12,000 Homesteads.
to 33.8 as compared with an increase
cess
kind.
of
The
GYPSIES IS ROBBED.
says:
syllabus
any
"Held, that the change was within
During the post fiscal year 12,999 of 26 per cent
Arrange to Get Cabbage Supply
in the
epoch.
1. A judgment of foreclosure of a
land
in
federal
made
the
the statutory authority of
were
Mexico.
entries
From New
But this high average is due in large
Colorado Springs, Aug. 29. Four
material man's lien obtained without
17, section 3847, C. L. 1897.
Ohio, Aug. 29. News offices of the Territory. The Clayton
Fremont,
to the exceptional showing masked men secured sixteen hundred
of
"The directors of the defendant service of process upon the owner
comes from the sauerkraut factories office led with 3,920 entries, then measure
made by Denver and Kansas City, two dollars, a diamond sunburst and a gold
company did not take action to au- the property is as to him void for of this city, the center of the kraut came the Roswell office with 3,113
of
the smallest cities of the class. watch at the camp of John Adams, the
thorize the change specified in the want of jurisdiction.
that there wil be a shortage tries, the Santa Fe office with 2,676
Denver
scored a growth of almost 60 "Millionaire King of Gypsies," at Co2.
and
sale
2,076
Tucumcari
entries,
Injunction agai'ist proposed
in the kraut output because of the entries:
preceding paragraph until after the
as compared with a little lorado City early this morning. Mr.
change had been made and after .suit under such a decree is the proper long dry spe:i. The factories started Las Cruees 1,214 entries. The entries per cent,
25 per cent for the previous Adams was absent at the time. Mrs.
more
were
than
acres.
There
was brought to prevent its consum- remedy.
the annual slicing today. The report covered 2,1114,271
mation but did take such action be- " In case No. 1294, Robert Hagin, Is that the cabbages are smaller than 3,200 final entries and commutations ten years and Kansas City almost 62 Adams and children were covered
fore trial.
usual and that entire fields have been and ,100 entries were under the 320 per cent as against less than 24 per with guns and were made to give up
the valuables under threats .of death.
cent in the earlier decade.
acre act
(Continued on Pace Eight- "Held, that the state of facts at the
destroyed.
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POLITICAL

Established 1856.
PASTURES

Stop That Cod

Imperial
Jersey Cream

The Bernalillo county Republicans
have named the following ticket:
To chnek early colds or Grippe with "Preventirg"
Pneumonia. To stop a cold
Francis E. Wood, Herbert F.
m'aiis sure defeatisInr
safer than to let it run and ba
Preventics
with
Mon-toyJ. Felipe Hubbell, Nestor
To be sure. Precure
afterwards.
it
obliged to
K. S. Stover, A. A. Sedillo, M. ventics will cure even a deeply seated cold, but
sneeze
stage they break, or
taken early at the
L. Stern and Anastacio Gutierrez.
head off these early colds. That's surely better.

Pansy

The Republicans of Valencia county
a splendid
have nominated
ticket,
which will be elected with practical
The delegates from that
unanimity.
county to the constitutional convention will be Hon. Solomon Luna, of
Los Limas; John Becker of Belen, and
Hon. Sylvester Mirabal of San Rafael.

Ray-nold-

Bobolink
ARIBTVFRESH YgAST

Also

Winter
ijf

y

Co.
Grocery
F:

outheat Corner Plaza, Santa

Telephone

No.

CALL APO SEE FOR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

r

'7

Tnat's why they are called Preventics.
Preventics are little Candy Cold Cures. No Quin-In- e,
no physic nothing sickening. Nice for the
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
jhiliy. if you sneeze, if you ache all over, think ol
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, if
there is feverishness, nightorday. Herein probin
ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold 48
fw boxes for the pocket, also in 25c boxes of
on
Vcveiitics. Insist
your druggists giving yoa

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER

ico are Honorables
C. Abeytia,
James G. Fitch

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

Says a writer to the New Mexican:
The political situation in Eddy coun- ty has become sadly mixed. Hereto-- ,
fore it has been solidly Democratic
scarcely enoug!h Republicans for
a corporal's guard. But recently a
number of Republicans have moved to
the county. The division in the Dem- ocratic ranks is also making many
old line Democrats weary, and when
opportunity offers they will be glad to
vote some other ticket. Republican
icaucis aue ciuse siuueius ui me,
times and are reading the hand writing on the Democratic wall. The time
is ripe to place a ticket in the field,
and a convention was called for Sat
urday to nominate candidates for dele- gates to the constitutional convention.
There are several good men in the
party that may be able to carry the
county. C. H. McLanatfhen, pioneer
business man in Caaisbad, known not:
only at home but all over the west,
may head the ticket and is without
doubt the most satisfactory
representative that the county can send to
the convention. Thomas J. Sanford
who is practically the builder of Ma
laga is also a probable nominee. He
a man of wide experience in mat
ters of law and business. He is, therefore, well fitted for the position and if
elected would be one of the leaders
in the convention.
The sentiment
generally in the county favors sending the best man possible without regard to party.

Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices lor tanning and lining'
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q

k

MULLIGAN

CANON
ROAD

436

RISING

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

PICTURE FRAMING

TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

P1LA0B
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

BE SOLD
Buy Now While we have
a good

assortment.

JdFOa HALF

PHONE 36

offlcials of this county.
"We wish to express our thanks to
the President and Congress, including
our delegate, Hon. W. H. Andrews, for
giving us an opportunity to torm a
constitution and to be soon admitted
among the sisterhood of states, and to
especially thank the Hon. H. O. Bur- sum, chairman of the territorial Re- publican committee, for his successful
efforts in securing the adoption of a
plank in the last national Republican
platform, pledging the Republican par- ty to immediate statehood for New
Mexico and Arizona, without whicn
plank we fear that the boon to which
we have so long been entitled might
have been delayed for many years.
Also to our national committeeman,
Hon. Solomon Luna, and other pa- triotic citzens of both parties for their
persistent efforts both in Washington
and at home to secure for us this priv- ilege.
"We wish also to express confidence
in the delegates elected by this con-wit- h
yention to represent Socorro county
at the constitutional convention to be
held at Santa Fe, and send them to
sai'd convention as our representa-- ;
tiveg wlthout instructions except that
tney labor to the best of thelr several
abmtleg t0 seCure for New Mexico
t. haat linssihIp nnstitntinn that can
be had, their only guide being the wel-- :
fare of the entire people of New Mex-- ;
ico and the dictates of their own con-- i
science."

MINOR GIH

International Stock Food

the leading tky goods
house; in the city. .

EVERYTHING
Tor

j

Building
AMD

'

HERSCH

Salt aid Seeds
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

AIT
PRICES.

'

If you use the right builders' hardware when you put up a barn
or build a home it won't have to be "fixed" every week If you use
good, strong, durable builders' hardware.
Cheap hardware is not cheap, but "high." The best hardware is
not "high," but cheap.
We sell the best.

TOPICS

S . E.

Corner of Plaza.

W&OAVIg

lTue If it's Hardware

Denver, Colo., Aug. 29.
The forecast is generally fair Jt
St tonight and Tuesday fair ex- - X
X cept in north portion where X
JS showsers and cooler
weather 3$
X
JS
are predicted.

J5

X

SI

WHOLESALE

1

Three ladies from Japan will entertain you at the Adobe Grand tomor-- ;
row night. Don't miss it.
Bring Youp Children to the Elks'
tonight, they will enjoy No Man's
Land, because it is acted entirely by
j
j children.
Maximum Was 83 Degrees Yester- Hav wac wnrmpr than usual the ma-ySocorro County Convention.
imum having been g3 degrees and the
outunu cuuuiy s nve aeiegaies to minimum 55 degirees. The average
the convention which will frame a relative
for the day was 45
constitution for the state of New Mex- - ner cent.tumidity
at 6
The temperature
o'clock this morning was 57 degrees.
How s This?
The day. was paryy cloudy with show-- !
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re- - ers ln the distance in the afternoon
ward for any case of Catarrh that can- - and at
A year ago today the
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cre. maximumnight.
was 67 and the minimum 56.
F. i. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
The day was cloudy with rain during
we, tne undersigned, nave known P. most of the day.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yesw and be-- ;
Hear Mr. Wall in those baritone
lieve him perfectly honorable in all ballads at the Adobe Grand tomorrow
business transactions and financially night.
able to carry out any obligations made
The Death of Michael Grady at the
by his firm.
Elks' theater last night was not one
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
of those sad ones but a comic one
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0.
that will keep you laughing every
U's Catarrh Cure is taken intern-- minute.
See it tonight, your last
'
ally, acting directly upon the blood chance.
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
(Continueo on Page Eight.)
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Don't forget the piano tonight,
Take Hall's Family Pills to con- j pation.
Adobe Grand.

RETAIL

AND

2

Screened

J

We have it.

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LL0S

Antnracitc Coal all Sizes,

Smithirg Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

MONTEZUMA

AVENUE
F. Depot.
Telephone 85

Near A. T.

j

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

& S.

Telephone

i

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property i hich you now own?

j

e

Furnished by

5

P"

It is

THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT'

Catron Block

Santa Fe, N,

M

"ance

AgencyJI

Tel Black 76

'

WSBt

piAKioftas

1

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
Cut

BEST

'

j

No Need to

THE

:

j

HATS

BUILDER';

j

"

Grain, Potatoes,

MEXICAN

8c

P. O. BOX 219

j

j

Flonr, Hay,

A. CENTURY

CARPENTERS

;

LEO

Don't Delay

t

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

-

j

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
125
daIhonWht 130 RED

An-icet- o

'

1

GAME HEADS MOUNTED

PHONE
BLACK

H. O. Bursum,
.M. Dougherty,

H

and J. Francisco Romero. The following resolutions were

.

OF WORK

THESE
MUST

STRIPLING BURROWS CO.

Hon. Thomas B. Catron and County
Commissioner I. Sparks made rousing half hour speeches at Nambe last
evening.
They refrained from personalities and their words were followed with intense interest, bv an aud- ience which could not altogether
crowd into the hall. Marcelino A. Or- ad- tiz interpreted. At Pojoaque,
dresses were made by Colonel George
W. Prichard, Benjamin
F. Pankey,
Hon. Jose D. Sena and Probate Judge
Victor Ortega, candidates for dele- gates to the constitutional conven- tion, and Probate Clerk George W. Ar-mijo.

Goods.

EVERY DESCRIPTION

A great many Bargains
in Summer Goods of
every description.

has returned reporting largely attend
ed meetings and much enthusiasm
for the Republican ticket, which will
come down to Santa Fe with several
hundred majority on election day.

Deco-

rated I'iiliia, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

Spitz

WE STILL HAVE LEFT

j

Diamonds, watches, Clocks

Jewelry, silverware.

SELIGMANBROSCO.

adopted by the Republican county convention:
Strong tickets for the constitution- "Be it Resolved, by the Republicans
al convention were named by the Re- - of Socorro county in delegate convenpublicans on Saturday in Bernalillo, tion assembled on this 2fth day of
and
Socorro, San Miguel, Valencia
August, 1910, that we desire to exIn Socorro, San-- ; press anew our faith in the grand prinSandoval counties.
doval and Valencia counties there will
ciples that brought into birth and have
and maintained the
be no contests. In Bernalillo
Republican party for
San Miguel counties, the Republicans over
sixty years; also our faith and
will win easily. From the Bernalillo nnnfulence in the nresident of the
county ticket, one important name is Unltpd
Hon wmiam Howard
missing, that the New Mexican hoped Tal't, and his entire administration, as
X
'well as both Houses of Congress; we
"TZ
v.
iTiaiiK v . iaiu:.v, uui i.iie ucitei, nam also commend our efficient territorial
ed is a very strong one nevertheless.
government with the Hon. Wm. J.
Mills as the chief executive, and the
The political party which made

0

Incorporated 1903

s,

The Republicans of San Miguel
county have nominated the following
ticket: Atanacio Roybal,
winning
Pecos: Charles A. Spiess, Tugenio Romero, Margarito Romero, S. B. Davis,
Jr., J. M. Cunningham, Harry W,
Kelly, of Las Vegas; Luciano Maes, of
Gonzales, and Nepomucemo Segura,
of Rociada.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
CASH PURCHASES
ALL
WITH
WE

AUGUST 29, 1910.

MONDAY,

Right Goods
Right Servie
I?

YONTZ watches
Mexican filigree
JEWELRY
ja

Qm

MANUPACTURIR OF

5.

u"",- Date Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE

, M.

to trade here. We make
UWIl llOOQ the claim that we sell better goods than any one
I Ot I
else, for we offer you, the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce
"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"

Htttm
VMin
OUT

e

"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

to your advantage

Zook's Pharmacy pr SsSifaStf"1 he Store Everybody Likes'

I
W

MONDAY,

THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N.

AUGUST 29, 1910.
'

EL RIIO

Have Made Many Santa Fe Residents

Enthusiastic.
No wonder scores of Santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public statements like the following are but
truthful representations of the daily
work done in Santa Fe by Doans

Doan's

.

1MB

LOS

j

Kidney Pills.
Toribio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St..
Stant Fe, N. M., says: "Two and a
half years ago I gave a statement for
publication in regard to my experience with. Doan's Kidney Pills. Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy than ever. I suffered
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what it was
to be free from an ache or pain of
some kind. Soon after I began using
Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
aches disappeared and niy back became strong."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Foster-Milbur- n
Buffalo,
cents.
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
Remember the name
take no other!

r

cf.ves.
They are unique and picturesque, and as they are threaded for
DE
a mile and a half along the cliffs ris-in- s 5
almost a thousand feet above
thcni, they give some idea of the
great population of this marvelous 1
s
canon of t!he Rito.
of the
elliptical communal dwellings in the
Adams, widest part of the canon, has been exJudd,
Xusbaum, Chapman,
Session of Regents of New teachers, students, children gathered cavated and it is easily the most
about that campfire. Judge John R. spectacular ruin in the southwest.
Mexico Museum in Pictuone I
McFie bang a Scotch ballad and told From whatever vantage point
resque Canon
jwar stories; Miss Mary McFie sang a views it. its form and mystery are im- f
sweet Spanish song; her sister, Ame- pressive. It is the concrete proof
lia was there; so were Territorial that a prehistoric people had lived
HOUSE OF THE TEN ALDERS Secretary and Mrs. Natulan Jaffa and here for generations, had their ideals
family; Judge and Mrs. A. J. Abbott and their civilization, far different
land officials and celebrities
enough from that of the present day. This
Summer School of American to cause one visitor who had come all work alone of the school, would jusfrom Connecticut, to remark: tify its existence, for it is work that
the
Archaeology Under Director "Oneway
meets more celebrities, high ofli- the records will speak of for all ages.
rlewett.
rials and neonle worth while in the But at the same time. Dr. Harrineton
wilderness here than one does on has been studying the Tewa language
"The Rito is a beautiful spot," 1? Broadway, New York." It was an having with hini several old Tewa In- the opening sentence of Bandelier's evening never to be forgotten by dians who gave each flower, each
of which a beauti- - those who participated, and conclud- shrub, each tree, each bird, each ani- "Delightmakers,"
ful revised edition is soon to be is- - ed with speeches, that, came from the mal, a name that was carefully noted
sued, illustrated with scenes from the heart "as tears to the eyelids start," down, studied in all its relations,
and otJhers. j meanings and forms. It. is the first
Springer
Rito de los Frijoles. But the Rito is by.Lummis,
m,.p than ,prplv a canon of suuerb Hewett, the inspiration of it all, seem- complete study of the language. Itt
was noted too, that the Indians pos-aa
ed
and
as
wonas
lingered
child,
of
happy
veritable
a
place
scenery; it is
a minute knowledge of ihe
the campfire with Mr. Springer
ders.
one 'flora and fauna of the region; the
when
til
after
midnight,
every
On Saturday evening of last week,
else had retired to his or her tent or uses of plants and the habits of
wheu the caves and cliff houses in
inals. The results of each day's work
the stupendous walls were lit up by
were reviewed in an illuminating lee- The Session of the Regents.
the gleam of pyres, tier obove tier;
evening.
in
In the afternoon, with the babbling
when tlhe huee bonfire blazed up
Another branch of the work was the
in tho nmirtvard of Rit
fPn
rir irP,-t-r

HAPPY RESULTS.

States.

has other papers "skinned a mile" in
that the original sketches as made,
perhaps, but an hour before, appear
in its columns. Its literary contributions and wit, the talent of its editor,
Miss Woy, rank it as the most interesting and most novel publication in
the southwest. There were Morley,
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO,
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Detailed by War Departmenl
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Vai!ey
the garden
spot of the West .1 an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sea level, snushlue everv day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Officersand Instructors, all graduates from standard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heaiei. light
ed and modern lr all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinsoo Secretary, and Wt
A Flnlay
For particulars &d! illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

V

and

BESS

Superintendent.

ani-cav-

Notice Fo Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
August 15, 1910.
.Forest Reserve. 03857 Not Coal..
Notice is hereby given that Emery
C. Arnold, of Pecos, N. M., who on
August 26, 1904, made homestead entry (Serial 03857), No. 8044, for SE.
NW.
E 2 SW.
NW.
Section 11, Township 17 N.,
SW.
Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
A7.J
nl 4ntrtntirtn rt TV. 0
five year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before Reg-
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their love and war songs, before an 'what other public governing board
nn thp rilinrl
nncrm o.iTcv Torr-hvor moot; amirlcf cn mm tin tip flTlfl
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St argo

Express

amng

?aM
and it was interesting
mc
to
watch the eagerness with whidh the
Indians explained the various uses of
the bone and stone instruments taken
e
of he
weJe ofttcour,se
,cllfsUJ
lJl ' newcu'
11 lcuulca'
Professor Morley, by visiting scien
tists. The work of photographing
and s,etcninS tne ruins in detail nev
er lasseu, anQ lne results or a summer's work, by a comparatively small
staff, is very great indeed. The interest of the students, some of whom
came from the Atlantic coast and even from across tihe Atlantic never
flagged. It was work, that even the
could appreciate and in
layman
which he could participate to some

communal on the other, under the alders and by
the mysterious elliptical
.
,,,
Ji it.
i"B
nouse, now paruy excavairu, auuj me wniows, wion uie pauuiaiua .j
Indians
Ildefonso
San
when sixteen
Frijoles extending east and west, the
performed the dramatic Eagle, Dog board of regents of the New Mexico
nr,A

'"

General Express Forwarder
TO

-

Ail

Parts of the World.

...,TLt sv
t
lincc
n.aiv.u
ayyi jn laic on i uuuuiuc
waila, mo iu.iaiuativ'iA u,,
bounds of the oresent and reverted a Judge John R. McFie presided. Secre
thousand years to the days when the tary Jaffa was at his post. Members
Save Money ma Inconvenience by Purchasing Weils Fargo
prehistoric inhabitants went in and Charles Frank Springer, C. F. Lummis
caves
were
and
and Director Hewett
out of tine low doors of the
present,
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS.
the communal houses, clinging to.as was also F. W. Hodge and the edi- MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDE&S.
the cliffs for a mile and a half of canon tor of the New Mexican. It was a
in- was
all afternoon. The
took
that
circular
and
the
ruin
wall,
meeting
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
on the 13th day of October 1910.
fourth stor plans for the museum were carefully
Claimant names as guesses:
and all Foreign Couatnes.
elude
gone over, the work already accomM
Charles Closson
remarkable day, for plished was reviewed thoroughly.
(REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
aimeuu
after the San Idefon30s had gone to Among the gifts acknowledged, were: extent.
M.
N.
of
all
Pecos,
tin,
their caves, the pale faces gathered One half of tlhe Guatamala collection
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The school had chosen for its headaround a bonfire in their tent settle made at the expense of the St. Louis
Register. ' ment and made merry, unintentional- society; the gift of Miss Wolcott in quarters, a most beautiful spot between the elliptical communal house,
equipping the linguistic laboratory in
ly, hut strikingly, nevertheless,
and the (river, on the banks of which
proof, that though a different the Old Palace, which will enable Dr.
tent settlement stood and the ov- the
wonder
about
to
his
to
also
loved
race, they
pTosecute
Harrington
gather
the glow of the fire to sing and to ful studies right here in Santa Fe;,erflow of which crossed the stream,
celebrate.
the gift of Mrs. Hayes Hammond tlle tents beinS set on the gentle
And such a company and such per- which is enabling Bandelier to edit slope that led up to a perpendicular
formers!
There was the inimitable his New Mexico papers and publish clm- At lne Hose of the Ten Al- frontier them, the first having just been issued ders" tie attractive and spacious
basket leaves Monday Tuesday Lummishiswith his guitar, his
his
German by tlhe School of American Archae- - home of JudSe and Mrs. A. J. Abbott,
songs,
Spanish ditties,
a dimnS room wnlcl1 could seat
and
Friday. ' student ballads, and singing Kipling's ology of Santa Fe; the gift of Mr. ln
Returns Thursday
more tnan tnirty PP1 at one time,
munificence
to
the
whose
Springer,
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
the inner man was taken care of. This
0,3 it 1110 nuuic ouui v n i uui mural paintings in the Old Palace are
j luixj ,
to the Oriental maiden and her lover. due, and which enables the museum accommodation proved a vital neces- Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
in
of
in
With him were his daughter, a charm- - authorities to continue with this strik- - Slty t0 the school, for otherwise,
Phone No. 23 Red
much time W0U'1 have been lost, or
ing young lady of culture, and his ing work, that received the unbounded
at least mucfll expense incurred and
yellow haired son, who clambered praise of Mr. Hodge, who said that in
barefooted up and down the cliffs like onlv two other museums had this vexations involved, in providing for
WOODY'S HACK
a young wildcat and emitted war- - kinH of work been attemnted. neith- - tne table of so large a settlement, in
RIGHT.
whoops that brought forth delighted er of Whicfli two could show better re- - the deDth of a canon to which supProm
to
bave
be brought thirty miles
Then suits in this line than the museum P,les
yells from the San Ildefonsos.
more' and down a trail hewn into
BARRANCA TO TAOS there was Frank Springer, thought at Santa Fe. Mr. Hodge predicted ana
Don Caspar Avenua
as eminent in law as that in a few years, the Old Palace, the solld rock- - The Abbotts have
ful and
made
Summer
the
Meets Both North South he is in retiring,
School
in
possible
and
additional
he
would
mere
which
crowded
be
that
palaeontology,
Bounds Trains.
ly calls a hobby but wihich has made buildings would have to be acquired. this entrancing setting. There, the
around, the tourist and visitor
his name familiar wherever science His admiration for the work already year
c
..i
Leaves Barranca on the arrival olj
a inaven in a region tin at
THE C. E.
is
was
W.
F.
sincere.
of
director
"wy
accomplished
Hodge,
taught.
evidently
CO
the north bound train and arrives at
seems
utterly remote from the other
The art productions of Carl Lotave
A
men.
ha"nts
of
fine
gar-tioin
f appreciation and mind keenly ana- were recognized
vegetable
a fitting resoluTen miles 'shorter than any other
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
the theories advanced as to
and so were the work of the staff den s"PPlies the table with season-o- f
and
hack
covered
Good
able
way.
P''oduce
dainties.
Staff
as
and
Edgoodly ,.fe Qf
the Museum and School. Dr.
people
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all size9, raw lands,
teams.
at one time inhabited the canon. Dr. gar L. Hewett, Dr. Harrington, K. M. wel1 as students are loath to leave,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
L. Hewett who has conceived Ohanman. Jesse Knshanm and Svl . ior me summer nas Deen one of rare
and highly improved, S60.00 to $175.00 per acre. These are
Tiaing 4eaa.to 2a.ice Paa j Edgard
and
mental
profit, and
the School of American Archaenlozv. vanns O Morlev were elected to life enjoyment
ideal homes ready for you.
eougrer Cona.orta"ble
a11
sPeak oi returning next year.
just suclh aisettin indomitable, al-- j membership in the Museum Society. they
tSl33"
,
A Tour of the Rit0- wavg working and pianning( a great The proffer of the fine collection of:
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
man indeed. Dr. Harrington, without Colonel R. E. Twitchell was suitably; Saturday morning was devoted by
RANCHES.
We are prepared to locate settlers on gov- RANCHES,
LARGE
LARGE ; 1 ernmentland. We have Irrigation enter- doubt the foremost linguist of Pueblo acknowledged and the work he is do- - 'regents, staff, students and visitors
AND
men are
AND
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
to
a
tour
com-Rit- o
the
of
:
:
cliffs
on
;
was
SMALL.
us.
wQiose
caves,
Mexico
of
in
the
and
to
New
a
researches
with
SMALL
Invited
languages,
ing
correspond
History
reviewed in lectures the formally recognized.
The necessity munal houses from the cavern, in
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
SHOP same were
1
stud-to
his
historical wnich the mummy of a young girl,
of
of
audience
traditions,
preserving
evening
old manuscripts, was wrapped in cotton cloth has found a
ents, and which were of intense inter--! documents,
so
Mr.
the Museum will soon- - permanent resting place, to the
to
was
dwelt
and
the
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AN IMPORTANT PROBLEM.

Attorney-at-La-

Santa Fe,

"Down in Washington they are figuring on what should be the membership of the coming Congress under
the new apportionment. In only one
been re
instance nas membership
duced and the experiment was so unsatisfactory that it is not likely to be
peated. Arizona and New Mexico will
be states two years hence, if they be
have properly, and it is not likely
tlhey will get more than one representative each. If some recent claims
are made good New Mexico might
get. two, but that is hardly possible.
It is not likely that the number will
be fixed at more than 300 unless there
are a lot of 'major fractions,' that is
to say that after a ratio is establish- ed it is found that a lot of states
have more than half enough popula
tion for an extra member. This will
require a good deal of computation,
but it may be said that it generally
gives rise to little friction. Southern
states outside of Texas fliave not made
rapid gains in late years, but the
north is expected to have so many
c;anns tnac u may result in mcreas- ing the total membership to save loss
in representatives to the south,
"In the past it has always been the
west which has made the gains in
population, but it seems very likely
that now the east has increased in
t
greatest, ratio because of the
mous immigration.
Of the eight
lions of immigrants arriving in the
last few years, most have settled east
of the Mississippi. If the membership
is fixed at or about 400 it would seem
as if the average district, should
tain about 225,000 population. Appar-ove- r
ently, this would give Philadelphia an
extra member. It is certain that it is
not for the best interests of the coun- try to have the House grow to un- With so much
wieldly proportions.
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"
to
'Furthermore, since the land
upon institutions which are either igSurveyor General and U. S. Land
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nia court decisions have not been sat-- propriator. The extent of the appro- - is great difficulty in doing business before the Territorial Supreme Court
now and unless committees are to Office: Laughlin BIk Santa Fe, N. M
isfactory is recognized so fully that priation is limited by the beneficial have all the
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be
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applied,
no discussion of early cases need be
The actual amount of water that numbers few enough to give time for
WILLIAM McKEAN
entered into. Colorado and other
states followed the California prac- may be appropriated for irrigation, Ene deliberation."
Attorney-at-Latice. No student of irrigation matters therefore, is the amount that the land
and Land Law.
Mining
A LASTING
Taos
New Mexico
appeared in reality until Dr. Elwood owner can and does actually use in- The New Mexican ASSET.
can not recall
Mead and his associates had inserted the necessary and economical irrigain the constitution and laws of Wy- tion of his land for cultivation. This au "wn m me united states as
C. W. G. WARD
blessed as is Santa Fe with manifold
oming some provisions which have much and no more may he have; and
District Attorney
Territorial
revolutionized the methods of admin- this much he may only have when attractions that appeal to the tourist,
San
Foi
and Mora Counties
Miguel
The prehistoric ruins, the historic
istering streams. Regardless of his there is sufficient water available toLas Vegas,
New Mexico
the
magnificent scenery,
able efforts and his activity for many supply first those prior in date of ap- Mountains,
The fundamental prin- - combine, to make Santa Fe "A City of
years, some of the principles that he propriation.
W. A. FLEMING JCNES
deemed most important were over- ciple in the doctrine of appropriation a Thousand Wonders." Among these,
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turned by the courts in a measure, of the normal flow of water in a Perhaps, the most striking is the Rito
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
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de
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it were,
Frijoles.
There,
and it has only been by a continuous stream for irrigation is its application
and human interest unite in Judicial District of New Mexico.
campaign that these have finally been by the land owner to the land for a scenery
Eastern and local bank references.
so clearly defined by statute that all beneficial use. The right to appro- - tne creation of an attraction of won-- ; Las Cruces
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drous
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the establishment or maintenance able scene of enchantment, lie ruins
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Investments
eir builders have been!
use. If the water is used for irriga- of the right; it may be done by the so old that
tion purposes it belongs to the land. individual appropriator or by an asso- - forgotten by tradition, and so peculiar j Lands, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
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If it is used for power purposes
it ciation of individual appropriators, or that nothing quite like them is to bej
found anywhere
else. This attrac--!
We have for sale general stocks of
belongs to the particular power de- by a canal company, or by any person tlon alone
would be tne making of a, Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
velopment, and so on. Another im- or corporation; and the means of car- center in any other part other Business Opportunities throughtourist
sreat
or
the point of diversion from
portant detail is that no right guaran- riages
tees a specific volume that can be used the river may be changed from time of tne world; would become a ishrine out Taos county.
to which science and the curious
Bank References Furnished.
without regard to the necessities of to time to suit altered conditions with- New Mexico.
the community. The right embraces out impairing the right of appropria- - woul( make annual pilgrimages, Taos,
a maximum use which cannot be ex- tion already made, provided prior growing each year in numbers. Some
day- t00' Santa Pe wil1 awaken to aj
JOHN K. STAUFFER
ceeded, but the actual use is limited rights of others are not interfered
to the volume that can be beneficially with. There being in this Territory realization of this asset, will con- Notary Public
no private property in water, but wa- - buULL au auromoDiie roaa into the! Office with the New Mexican Printapplied.
"The administrative officers of Wy- ter being a public property subject to vfry heart 01 tne JemeJ range, run-- j ing Company.
easl rrom me capitoi, Santa Fe,
New Mexico
oming always held that water rights the uses before defined, in so divert- - "m uuea'J wild
chasm of the Rio
the
bridging
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and
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water
such
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to
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land
for irrigation purbelong
skirting the magnificent Fri-- !
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Stone
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"We have been led to study these made to uhe land, except a right of and Painted Cave and to the Pajarito.
matters because our attention has been proper compensation for such diver- - Manufacturing and other assets are
even pass
SUDject to fluctuations,
called recently to a court decision sion and carriage.' "
here is an asset that will
but
away,
discusses
that
fundamental principles
outlast Santa Fe itself.
TWO CONGRESSMEN OR ONE?
in such a broad and comprehensive
The
ratio
of
we
that
inthat
believed
a detailed
way,
apportionment
El Paso has fifteen hundred homes
vestigation as to the birth and rise of Cpngress will decide upon at its next that are unfit for habitation
according
modern irrigation law and administra- session, will be of the utmost im- tion would be of value. The case we portance to New Mexico. It is be- - to the health authorities. How many
refer to relates to the adjudication of lieved that the population of the com - sucn homes there are in Santa Fewater rights of Salt River in Arizona. monwealth will be somewhere near and how many cases of contagious disThe action was brought by one water the border that would entitle it to two ease, and how many deaths can be
user against nearly five thousand ottti--! Congressmen, if the ratio is made one blamed upon them, is difficult to deter-ers, and the United States intervened representative for every 200,000 popu- - mine, a nouse may be numoie, it may
owing to the fact that the reclamation lation, and for a major fraction ex- be cheap, it may have cost only a few
service is building a great irrigation ceeding 100,000. It has happened in dollars, but that does not mean nec-th- e
past, that those who make the essarily that it is unsanitary. Santa
system to divert water from the
stream. We regret that we cannot preliminary calculations for the ma- - Fe should have a building inspector,
publish this decision in full. We will jority party, have been induced to, who besides seeing to it that new
quote Judge Kent's discussion of prin- fix a certain figure for the ratio, be- - structures are safe and conform to
should also
ciples, which show thorough study cause it would just leave out, or leave building regulations,
and which we are satisfied is the best in, an extra congressman for some vouch for their being sanitary and
presentation of these important doc state or other. As a Republican Con- - having ample provision to let in air
trines that has thus far been made gress will make the apportionment, and sunshine.
it would be but natural that if fixing
by any court.
" 'The doctrine of riparian rights the ratio at 215,000 would let in an
Even here in Santa Fe county the
If you like good floffee then
you will surely be charmed
does not obtain in Arizona. The right additional Republican Congressman most active propaganda for the
with.
of the owner of land to divert from from New Mexico or leave out a Democratic Commercial Club combi- a
stream the flow of the Democratic Congressman, without at-- . nation is made by attorneys and cor"CHASE AND
water therein and to apply the same recting the Republican representation poration employes. It's very easy to
'
a
such
to beneficial use upon such land, is elsewhere, that
figure will be tell whose tools the Democratic
SEAL BRAND"
If New Mexico gives an
and always has been recognized in
in this territory are, and over in
1
this Territory. Such diversion and erwhelming majority for the Republi-- Arizona, according to the New MexiIt bas a distinctive, Satisuse is termed an appropriation of wa- can candidates on September 6, it can's exchanges, the entire Democrat-ma- y
flavor rich, mellow
fying fine
-- the
result of
and
c
ter. Whatever may be the steps necgive this commonwealth an
party, boots and breeches, is own-tr- a
sclentlflo, careful blending
congressman, while if the vote is ed entirely by a few corporations and
of perfectly roasted coffees
essary to take to initiate such a right
from the world's best planor to evidence the intent to initiate undecisive, the new state may have a score of shrewd lawyers.
tations.
it, the appropriation itself only be- to be content with one Congressman
comes complete and vested when the for the next ten years. Says the
President Roosevelt has the right
water is actually diverted from the New York Tribune:
idea about grafters in public and bust
Santa Fe Agents.
stream and placed to a beneficial use
"Already the statisticians of Con - jness life. He would root them out,
are
at work figuring on the next whether Republicans or Democrats,
upon the land. The right given by gress
such an appropriation is strictly not apportionment of the House of Rep- - But his sentiments, are not new for
a right to the water itself, but a right resentatives according to constitution. even Grover Cleveland m his time
to the use of the water. Its applica- al requirement. It seems pretty well said: "Turn the rascals out!" Both
& COMPANY
tion to a beneficial use upon the land settled that the continental population differ, however, from the small coterie
m as necessary In order to complete will be in excess of ninety millions. In 'Santa Fe that seems to believe that
he right as is the diversion thereof The only restriction on apportion- - its members are the only honest,
Is that there must be a factor pie in the city and that every one else
om the stream. An appropriation of
in apportioning rep- - is a grafter.
water, therefore, for the purpose of of. at least-30,00- 0
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best proof that we merit yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor
CSS

iH S.KAUNE

root-right-

FIRST CLASSCAFE

Lighted, Every Room

....

....

Sample Room

RATES

cV Oo.

41.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel

GROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel In Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Vice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service, -

,

j

;

1

Corner of Water St,
and Don Gas par Ave,

.
-

-

-

GREGG
iri.wmm un

THIS WEEK

Prop.

iwi..

Ladies Silk and Lingerie Princes, Dresses
Plain and Fancy Silks, Plain and Fancy
White Goods, Embroideries and Laces.

j

ALL GOES AT ONE HALF
THE REGULAR PRICE,

'

I

B
vTT

SPECIAL
SALE ON

ONLY

j

ov-je-

WM- -

--

LOOK AT OURC
SHOW-WINDO-

W

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

j

ex-ji-

H.S.KAUNE

peo-me-

PHONE 26

SOFT BRINKS
Tfce

TabfitM ltd IS

jw orders

ni km

delivered

Mleving ar snriresteri to the thirsty m something
tool mm! iaTitinf

GINGEK ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON
BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINLiRAL WATERS.

SANTA

FE BOTTLING WORKS.

tasks mU from filtered water.
HENRY KRICK, Proprietor
.mm
"TTTTTHmil.AJJl
miniiniiiuiimimilllllimiiiiiniimii
All
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PERSONAL MENTION.
Dr. J. H. Sloan is

home from

'

business trip to Denver.
'
Attorney E. V. Dobson,

fifet

3

m

'

1

'I

I

H

of Albu- querque, is here on business.
H. B. Waha, of the IT. S. forestry
service, is at Gregg's hotel.
George Curry of Tula-- ;
rosa, will arrive this evening.'
Miss Mamie Lamberton left today i
'for Albuquerque for a week's visit, j'
Miss Akin, a sightseer from Camp
Hill, Ala., is registered at the Palace,
J. E. ' Hannun, of Albuquerque, of
the Continental Oil Company, is in the
city.
J. F. Quinn, of St. Joseph, Mo., is a
dry goods salesman calling on the '

!

I

't

i

trade.

If 200 YEARS AGO one of your
per cent compound interest and
each dollar bill were a link In a chain,
York to San Francisco :
Money grows in our bank if you

ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
you had that. $200 ,and the interest,
that chain would reach from "New
i

-

-

.

-

.

&

1910

i

assortment;

j

will let It.
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.

UNITED STATES BANK

'

11

Mrs. Marie Peil, Miss Rubey Piel'
and John Piel, of Albuquerque, are at
Gregg's.
R. W. Rice, who has been spending
35c
05c Cake stands
Fancy sauce dishes
some time at Las 'Vegas, is a sight25c
10c
Fruit bowls
Cream pitchers
seer in the city.
sueThe Rev. J. G. Mythen, the
25c
10c Water pitchers
Sugar bowls
cessor of the Rev. F. W. Pratt, is stay- - j
j
ing at the Palace.
S
!
H. F. Coggeshall, of the Indian serv- - j
Esice and who has been visiting in
i5c
10c ASSORTMENT
panola, is at the Palace.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell is in
of Kitchtn ware, stew pans,
Pudding pans,jbaking pans,
town from Las Vegas. He is here on
Supreme court business.
flesh forks.farxy cake pans;
kitchen sets, strainers.
Miss Clara Hampel arrived home'j
cake
spoons.
Saturday from several weeks visit
(
with relatives in St. Ixniis.
Attorney and Mrs. R. H. Hanna re
turned last evening from a trip to
DONT' MISS THIS Op- 20c ASSORTMENT
ALL GOODS ON DIS-PLA- if
Farmington, San Juan county.
Colonel Fred Fornoff, of the terriportunity to buy high
Mixing pans, frying
torial mounted police, left today for
class
WINDOW.
stew
goods reduced
pans, coffeepots,
the southern part of the territory.
Hon. H. O. Bursum, chairman of the
kettles.
prices.
Republican central committee of New
Mexico, came up on the noon train.
M. Abonssleman. of New York, and
who was formerly in business here,
is registered at the Palace and visited
N. Salmon.
Frank Hubbell of Albuquerque andl
his brother, E. Hubbell of Des Moines,
Iowa, are guests of Dr. J. H. Sloan f th board here are H- N- - Hill, chair.
for several days.
a.
man; P. Murphy,
County commissioner Jose Ortiz y V. Sherer, secretary; T. H. Bangs, of
Pino is in town from Galisteo, south- Albuquerque; S. D. McCalaniont, of
ern Santa Fe county, to attend the Raton, and J. N. Jamison.
funeral of his uncle, Antonio J. Ortiz.
Ernest Knaebel, formerly of Santa
of
A. L. Allen of the
has many friends, but
jFe wnere
HAVE LONG SINCE LEARNED To COME To US
Pueblo, Colo., is in town today to ar now chief of the division of lands of
range for a special write-u- p of Santa the department of justice, is at the
TOR NEW SNAPPY SHOES, TOR A WHILE, WE
Fe and surrounding country, for the Castenada, East Las Vegas, having
WANT TO DIRECT OUR ATTENTION To THE
come from Washington for consulta
Irrigation Congress.
Colonel E. C. Abbott has returned tion with United States Attorney DaMEN,
from the rifle shoot at Camp Perry, vid J. Leahy, in the well known "TerWE CAN SATISFY YOU AS WELL AS THE
Ohio, and on Wednesday will leave ritorial Timber Cases" to which the
with Mrs. Abbott for the Rito de los Territory and several corporations
LADIES.
and officials are parties defendant,
Frijoles.
NEW LINE OF EVERYDAY SHOES JUST REMrs. H. Goldsmith, who has been and which are now in charge of Mr.
Rito
de
the
for
as
the
counsel
weeks
governat
Knaebel
spending several
CEIVED.
los Frijoles canon in the summer ment. He is accompanied by Mr. ButNobETTER VALUES To BE HAD ANYWHERE
camp of the School of American Arch- ler of the general land office, and is
aeology, has returned to the city with expected to visit Santa Fe in the
course of tills week.
her son.
"Col. Robert M. Foree, who has been
Atorney W. B. Walton, chairman of
PRICES TO SELL IN A HURRY AT
central committee, in Louisville for several days, left last
the Democratic
AND
and the Hon. A. A. Jones, formerly night for Nevada to look into the afin
a
fairs
of
central
Democratic
gold mining proposition
chairman of the
committee, are registered at the Pal- which he is largely interested along
with some Kentucky capitalists. Col.
ace hotel.
SPLENDID VALUES IN OLD MENS SOFT AND
H. B. Hening, of Albuquerque, the Foree, who has been identified with
COMFORTABLE SHOES.
CHEAP AT
efficient secretary of the bureau of New Mexico and Arizona for over
over
the
elated
on
is
much
is
years,
in
the
today
thirty
city
immigration,
OUR PRICE
The bureau is re- fact these two territories will soon
official business.
ceiving gratifying returns from the take place among the sisterhood of
advertising campaigns inaugurated by states. He has been one of the most
BEST GRADE HEAVY SHOES, FOR MOUNardent workers for statehood for botn
Mr. Hening.
The Hon. William H. Andrews, del- as separate commonwealths. He was
TAIN CLIMBING OR HUNTING, NEVER WEAR
egate to Congress from New Mexico, clerk of the supreme court of NewOUT. $4.
arrived in the city yesterday from Al Mexico during the Cleveland admlnisat
Pal-residence
a
maintains
at
and
tration
the
is
and
registered
buquerque
ace where he will spend today and Santa Fe, besides being interested m
tomorrow. Mr. Andrews is in the best copper mines near Globe, Ariz. He is
DIAMOND SPECIAL POLICE SHOES, CORK
of health and expects to enjoy the cool strongly identified with the Demosoon-to-h- e
states."
two
of
the
Fe.
cracy
weather of Santa
SOLES, MOST LASTING AND COMFORTABLE
Mrs. L. I. Bailey and children, WarLouisville, Ky., Times. Judge Fore
SHOES MADE AT
ren and Ruth, of Emporia, Kansas, returned to Santa Fe on Friday evenarrived last evening and are visiting ing from Nevada and San Francisco.
Mrs. W. B. Sloan and family, on HillDon't forget the piano tonight,
side avenue. Mrs. Bailey visited
DIAMOND SPECIAL VICIJ KID, SNAPPY,
Santa Fe twenty-thre- e
years ago, .and Adobe Grand.
the changes and improvements since
DRESSY, NEAT AND COMFORTABLE, WORTH
that time aire so pronounced that she CONSTANT PROGRESS IN
A FIVE DOLLAR NOTE OF ANY MANS MONEY
can not associate modern Santa Fe
FUTURE COUNTY OF MILLS.
with the city as it was at that ime.
Carlsbad, X. M., Aug. 29. The
AT
Hon. E. A. Miera of Cuba, Sando- plains country is moving forward
enterB. F. Mullane, the
val county, who will be one of the big steadily.
of the Knowles
men of the constitutional convention, prising publisher
is in town for a day or two, the guest News, has sold his old printing outof J. W. Akers. Mr. Miera reports fit and has purchased an
many new settlers coming into north- outfit, consisting of a Gordon press,
ern Sandoval county. The range out- large enough to print a five column
look for this winter is fairly good, paper, new engine, paper cutter, three
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
while the past year has been a good stones, one hundred cases of type, and
CI
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
one for his extensive sheep and cattle other paraphernalia necessary in a
first class print shop. It was loaded
holdings.
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Members of the legislation board of out. yesterday from here. The News
DESIGNS.
R, V.BOYLE Mgr.
the Brotherhood of Railroad Train- owns its own building. With the genCL&RE&D0N
PODLTRY YARDS- men arrived in the city yesterday and eral support that the paper is receivto
boost Mills
are in session at the Claire hotel. The ing it is in a position
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White TVyandotten. Chickens
board is consulting members of the county early and late.
are yarded in the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisonlDgi r
Democratic and of the Republican cen
Piano given away free tonight.
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
members
committee.
the
Adobe Grand.
tral
Among
I

5

ii

We will sell our entire line"! of Glassware at
greatly reduced prices. Remember Friday!
and Saturday ONLY

j

i

at

J

Weilti

For Two Bsys Only, Aug. 26 27

;
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TRUST CO.

!

'

INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS

REAL ESTATE
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE- AND
BUSINESS PROPERTY,

attractive list before bvyivg.

WATSON & COMPANY

O- - C- -

Santa Pe, New Mexico
119

Su Francises

St.

r(?i1i?Sretr,SS.,S,n

-

Phone. Red

lo.

189

FRUIT JARS

Exceptional Bargains at tre dozen
$1.00 $1.25 and $1.50
WILSON RANGES AT COST

.'.

j&
J0
OSTERMOOR MATTRESS KS
FURNITURE HOUSK FURNISHING.
J&

TKKT OOTS
Akers-Wagne-

Furniture Co.

r

EXPERT EMBALMERS

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.

&

CO.

i

ATENTION

$2.50

Room For Improvement

GENTLEMEN!

;this the discriminating ladies or city

Star-Journ-

FRUIT JARS

at

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

'Houses and Furnished Rooms for Kent.
See our

OUR

IN

$2.25,

$3,00.

$5.00,

$4.00.

00.

1

THE MOST SKILLFUL NURSE

scarcely exists where the room has
been built with our Lumber. Every
architect and builder gives us credit
for keeping the finest selection of
Lrmber jn the neighborhood. It is all
good, well seasoned timber, too, and
free from warpings and imperfections.
Wo have it ready for instant use and
ior every purpose, and tlhe prices are
satisfactory to all buyers.
'

Charles W. Dudrow

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

or the -- most famous physician will
be of no avail if the medicine ordered
is not exactly as it should be.
THE DRUGGIST
MUST WORK
in perfect harmony with the doctor
and Ihe has an equal responsibility.
We compound prescriptions with absolute accuracy and
faithfulness.
Have yours put up here ,so as to be

absolutely sure they are right.

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY
Successors to

Stripling-Burrow-

s

& Co.

MILK

Telephone Mo 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

$4.50.

$4,25,

W.

APFNnfW

rXllY
GARDEN

"

The' New Mextca.i Printing
has on hand a, large Bupply of
pads and tablets suitable for acbool
work, the desk, and also for" lawyers
If you are In need of anything, try ind merchants: good everywhere. "Wc
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will sell them at 5 cents in book term.
Com-jan-

TlXIISZZL,

!

SSSSi

DAY.

arid
Nf NT

T0WNSEND & CO.

N

ULUSI

ri
24 our ciectric service
j

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

We axe Agents

adTt'

Santa Fe Water

AND

ligh

DAY
amd

Call SSS Operation

n
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Scrofula, is a blood

disa

usually by an ulceration

manifested

AUGUST 29, 1910.

named ten delegates' from his city to
the Eighteenth National Irrigation
Congress and says (he thinks every
member will be present.
In view of the fact that Montana,
through the candidacy of Greatfalls,
will ask for the honor of
entertaining
the Nineteenth National
Irrigation
Congress next year, there is natural
interest in the big Pueblo event and
in the composition of delegates from

THE HEAL CURE
FOR SCROFULA
of the

seeds or dregs of
glands. It is almost entirely hereditary in its origin, being the
some specific, blood poison which has been transmitted, in modified form, to the
Where the blood is specially vitiated Scrofula
offspring of diseased parentage.
of the system beside the glands, and we see its effects
attacks other

Preached Farewell Sermon
At Church of Holy Faith
Yesterday

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

MONDAY,

portions
skin
frequently iii weak; eyes, poorly developd bodies, running sores andareulcers, usual
the
that state.
(Uead Up)
(Rt?il Down)
diseases like scaldhead, catarrhal troubles etc While the young
It is also hoped by congress head-,- ''
sufferers frcsi scrofulous troubles, it is true that it is sometimes held in check
2
19
21
20
STATIONS
Miles
'1
'22
to
middle life is reached, or passed, and then, as the physical system begins
until
here that former United
quarters
7777777773
7
o
7 30
and
Lv.. lies Moines, N. M...Ar
5 00
decline, older persons are attacked by the disease. 8. S S. is the one real
States Senator W. A. Clark, who twice
16
f 8 20
f 4 15
Capulln
cures
SOUNDS
it
without
NOTE
and
an
blood
a
is
equal
purifier
certain cure (for Scrofula, It
2!)
f 8 35
f 4 05
Vttfil
has been president of the National Irenf 8 50
25
f 3 45
Thompson
this destruc'kve blood poison by removing the germs frim the blood and so S.
31
f 3 25
f 9 10
Cunnliifibam
remain. S. S.
can
rigation congress, will be in attendnot
disease
the
that
circulation
the
and
building
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riching
9 35
42
Ar. Clifton House N. M.. I,v
255
the
ance at Pueblo.
blood
to
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blood;
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and
taint
impurity
searches
every
Easier To Be Good Christian
T.v
0
3 55
2 30
Ar 12 00
10 00
Raton, N. M
7
2 50
4 12
Mayor Nevin's appointments from
richness and power necessary to the healthy growth of children, and it strengthAr. Clifton House, N. M..Lv 11 37
9 40
Today He Says Than a
ens and invigorates the constitutions of older persons, by its fine tonio effects. Butte are:
4 12
42
Lv.. Clifton House N' M.Ar 1137
4 30
for young or old. Scro11 20
48
S. S. S. is
gPreston
A. J. Davis Banker.
jusely vegetable medicine, perfectly safe
Century Ago.
' Lv
4 50
Ar
1100
a blood purifier like S. 8. &
cured
be
D
can
by
disease
blood
fula
only
being
5 10
l.v
D. J. Charles
Ar 10jq
Banker.
illL- -l
Book on th blood free to all who write and request it.
5 00
2
1051
Koehler
Daniel Holland President of Butte
OA.
SPECIFIC
Tor
ATLANTA,
CO.,
SWIFT
F.
W.
Rev.
The
THE
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Pratt,
past
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Its 50
iio 10
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Miners' Union.
9 42
76
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Cerrososo
year minister in charge of the Church
11
82
9 25
6 35
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
Gille
John
of the
Superintendent
his
for
of
leave
will
the
Holy Faith,
82
8 55
00
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
Christian believing is very stock Co., $o; H. f. uarasnar, $5; Amalgamated Company.
f7 08
86
f8 47
Nash
new post at Carlsbad, N. M., the day trusting.
88
f8 37
f7 18
Harlan
Herman Bland President of Busiafter tomorrow, and he has already important but Christian doing is vast-- David L. Lowitzki, $5; Fritz Muller,
94
8 20
35
Ute Park, N. M.. Lv
Ar
ness Men's Association.
,A. B. Renehan, ?10; E. C.
ly more important, if being a Chris-;$10- ;
said farewell to his congregation.
J. B. Kramer Lawyer and presimeans anything, it means show-- ! bott, $5; Fred Fornoff, ?5; Santa Fe
ilOonnects with E. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. at 6:15 p. m.
This formal leave taking from the
same gentleness and brother-- ' Water and Light Co., $25; R. H. dent of Boosters (5lub.
Connects with K. P. &, S, W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55 a. m.
the
ing
the
at
services
pulpit occurred at the
SStase for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
showed. It means being Hanna, $5; Frank Owen $5; W. G.
Charles J. Kelly Merchant.
O. A.S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMotnes as follow:
Church of the Holy Faith yesterday liness Christ
SOUTH BOUND
NORTH BOUND:
Charles Schlatzlin Merchant.
like Him, doing the things He would Dorment, $5; M. P. Davies, $5; F. C.
thanked
No. 1. 4.48 a. m.
No, 8. 10.44 a. tn.l
morning when the minister
and
sorts
C. Burke, $2; Santa Fe
all
are
E.
do.
us
There
Wilson,
$10;
Charles E. Verden President of
have
m.;
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
No,
p,
every member of the parish for kind- kinds of hinderances that oppose one Harware & Supply Co., $5; F. W. Merchants' Association.
Track connection with A. T. A. S, V. Ry. at Raton and Preston with O, & S. Ry. at
in
K
W.
N
A
Des Moines
ness shown him during his stay
M, and Cimarron
P, S.
Northwestern at
Ry. at Colfax,
John L. Laroney Banker.
who is trying to put on the Lord Shearon, $5; J. B. Clark, $2.
Cimarron, N. M. which Is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Rayado
Santa Fe.
and Red Lakes, N. M.
as set out in the above
can be no rule layed
there
The
money
and
Jesus,
Piano given away Free tonight.
N.
N.
M.
in
is
M.
lite Park.
depot forthe following stations
Arroyo Seeo, Aurora,
True to the character he has shown down that will do for all to follow, paper was collected for the purpose of Adobe Grand.
Paldy Black Lakes, Cerro. EllzabethtONvn. Lobo, Uuesta, Ranehos de Taos, Red
River City. Talpa, Taos and Twining.
ever since he came to this city the for no two of us will be visited with putting a gymnasium in the National
Daily. fFlag, tDally except Sunday
Rev. Mr. Pratt was an optimist and the same opposition.
But whatever Guard Armory, but, on acount of
H
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. DEDMAN,
in his sermon, he admitted that it is the opposition, whatever the tempta- lack of interest and dissatisfaction on
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
hard to be a Christian today when tion, we need to meet it with a firm the part of some of the members of
M.
f
N.
N.
Raton. N. M
Raton,
Raton,
there is so much evil, so much temp trust in God and a strong effort to the Santa Fe Athletic Club, same was
MASONIC.
tation, in the world, but he added: turn it to account in our development discontinued, leaving a balance of
"It was a great deal harder to be a as Christians, every temptation or money in the hands of the treasurer.
Montezuma Lodge No
Christian a century ago."
The total amount of money as colhinderance that we overcome will
1, A. F. & A. M. RegHe said in substance:
was
overcome
that
others
which
lected by the committee,
make it easier to
ular communications
When I began my ministry to this follow. Putting on the Lord Jesus is appointed by the club, of two memfirst
over
Mondiy of eaci
W.
and
to
an act that we must do over
bers, Edward L. Safford and Elmer
congregation a year ago I tried
month a Masonic haV
Lord
in
on
to
the
to
to
the
to
from
raise
We
the
put
money
put
following again.
Marsh,
you
ought
preach
at 7.30 p. m.
The sum of $334
words of the holy scripture: "That Jesus, every time we are tempted to this gymnasium.
H. H. lORMAN,
will
that
on
was
for
the
the
way
in
subscribed
hearts
dwell
do
subscription
Christ may
by
only
you
wrong,
of
Acting Master.
Of this amount the sum
paper.
faith; that ye, being rooted and lead us to do right will be His way.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
reThe
comSafford.
to
collected
was
in
be
able
$229
by
love, may
grounded
Douglas, and all Points in New
maining money on the subscription paprehend with all saints, what is the
EL RITO RE LOS FR1JOLES.
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
breadth and length and depth and
per was not collected, as the club, at
R. A. M.
Reeular non- that time had disorganized. The said
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
height; and to know the love of
(Continued From Page Three.)
vocation
second
Monday of
sum of $229 was turned over by SafChrist, which possess knowledge, that
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
each month at Masonic
ye might be filled with all the fullness leading into Ancho canon and up to ford to Elmer W. Marsh, the duly
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
of God."
the Pajarito where cave dwellings al acting treasurer of the club, as shown
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
&
81
I want to close my ministry with a most innumerable skirt the wagon by his statement.
.VRTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
the
latter!
of
statement
The
The following is a
very few words, suggested by this road down to Buckman.
text, for to begin with a prayer for part of the road, is a steady descent expenditures of the club and money
Santa Fe Commander
No.
you and to close with an exhortation from the plateau, by easy grades to on naD(
1, K. T.
conclave
Regular
to you, seems to me to be the most the very flats of the Rio Grande. The Money subscribed on subscripfourth Monday in each
the
$334.00
tion paper
fitting thing to do. "Put ye on the superb vistas and the glimpses of
month at Masonic Hall at
Lord Jesus Christ." Most of you have river valley caught at every turn, Total amount collected on said
7:30 p. m.
At
tftie
entire
are
worth
alone
229.00
trip.
paper
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
For Rites and full information address
put on the Lord Jesus, at your bapRio Gran- Amount collected for dues . . . 39.50 W. E.
tism, and are honestly endeavoring to Buckman's, the Denver and
GRIFFIN, Recorder.
for equipAmount expended
follow Him. If we were to explain de train can be taken into Santa Fe,
A.
en119.50
ment of club rooms, etc
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
what "putting on the Lord Jesus" or the wagon road followed. TheRito
to the brink of the
A.
Balance now on hand in bank . 148.60 14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
means, we would probably define it tire distance
35
is
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meett
in this way: That it means, trying de los Frijoles by wagon road to
(Signed)
JE1 Paso Texas.
sev
miles and can be made in six
on the third Monday of each month
ELMER W. MARSH,
each day to be more like Him, striv- en hours
five
or
than
less
wagon,
by
the
Treasurer Santa Fe Athletic Club. at 7:30 o'clock in the evening 1b
ing to bring our characters up to
by train and wagon. By trail
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
standard He set up. The definition is hours
it is 25 miles, and direct wagon road
Scottish Rite Masons are corwhat
Visiting
very easy to give, but practicing
from Santa Fe, with a bridge over
invited
to attend.
whichdially
so
turn
is
not
easy,
it entails
White Rock canon would reduce the
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
ever way we will, we find something distance to "The House of the Ten
Venerable Master.
Palace.
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God.

Another good example of faith is
shown by the men who have done and
are doing so much to bring men and
money into this part of our country,
They believe in the worthwhileness of
the venture, they have faith, or trust,
that the soil, will support more people
the Christian faith is of thi3 sort, it
is trusting the invisible God not with- out good reason, but because any
other course would be unreasonable.
But putting on the Lord Jesus does
not consist wholly in believing or
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MISTAKE OF THE EftST
Declares Colonel Roosevelt in Discussing Conservation of
Forests Before Stockmen's Association at Denver-Needl- ess
Waste Must Be Stopped, Resources Developed and Kept for
the Whole People and Not
for Private Exploi
tation, He Said
.

Denver,
Roosevelt

29

Colo., Aug.

Theodore and where the nation could act, I have
done all I could to get national action in the same direction. Unfortunately, in the east we have in this
matter paid the penalty of not having
our forest land under national control;
and the penalty has been severe.
Most of the states although they are
old states have not protected their
forests, each failing to act by itself,
because the action was really the common concern of all; and where action
is the common concern of all, experience has shown that it can only
be profitably undertaken by the na-
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tional government.
"As a result of the impossibility of
getting such wise action by the several state governments in the east,
we are doing our best to get national
legislation under which the national
government, at the expense of millions of dollars, shall undertake to do
as regards the Appalachians and
White mountains of the east what it
is now doing in the Rocky mountains
here out west. It would be both a
calamity and an absurdity for the national government now to do in tae
west the very thing that at a heavy
pecuniary cost it is trying to undo in
the east. By actual experience in the
east we have found to our cost that
the nation, and not the several states,
can best guard the interests of the
people in the matter of the forests
and the waters, and that if it fails to
attempt this duty at the outset it will
later on have to pay heavily in order
to be allowed to take up the work,
which, because it is done so late, cannot be so well done as if It had Teen
begun earlier.
Water Power.
"Take the question of the control of
the water power sites. The enormous
importance of water power sites to
the future industrial development of
this country has only been realized
within a very few years.
Unfor
tunately, the realization has come too
late as regards many of the power
sites; but many remain with which
our hands are free to deal. We should
make it our duty to see that hereafter
the power sites are kept under the
control of the general government, for
the use of the people as a whole. The
fee should remain whith the people as
a whole, while the use is leased on
terms which shall secure an ample
reward to the lessees, which shall encourage the development and use of
the water power, but which shall not
create a permanent monopoly or perl,
mit the development to be
to be in any respect hostile to the public good.
The nation alone has the
power to do this effectively, and it is
for this reason that you will find these
corporations which wish to gain improper advantage and to be freed from
efficient control on the part of the
public, doing all that they can to secure the substitution of state for national action.
"There is something fairly comic in
the appeal made by many of these
men in favor of state control when
you realize that the great corporations
seeking the privileges of developing
the water power In any given state are
at least as apt to be o.wned outside
the state as within it. In this country,
nowadays, capital has a national and
not a state use. The great corporations which are managed and largely
owned in the older states are those
which are most in evidence in developing and using the mines and water
powers and forests of the ne territories and the new states, from Alaska
to Arizona. I have been generally
amused during the past two months at
having arguments presented to me on
behalf of certain rich men from New
York and Ohio, for instance, as to why
Colorado and other Rocky mountain
states should manage their own water power sites. Now these men may
be good citizens according to their
lights, but naturally enough their
special interests obscure their sense
of public need; and as their object
is to escape efficient control, exercised in the interest of all the people
of the country, they clamor to be put
under the state instead of under the
nation. If we are foolish enough to
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of the policy of federal range control dourjtless we always shall. But there hereinafter described, are hereby noti- Coal Declaratory Statement with
Afhas given it a large place in national ja 11Q reason why we should yield to fied that compiaint has been filed Power of an Attorney,
e
stockman I them. The reclamation service has against them in the District Court of fidavit and Corroborating
affairs. As an
realize that the presnt order of things nQt done g0 and that is the chief rea- - the First Judicial District of the Ter- Affidavit,
sheet.
on the open range cannot continue, gon or the attacks upon it.
sheet
Notice of Right to Water,
ritory of New Mexico, within and for
there is one tn county of Santa Fe. that being
..T don.t think tnat
and that the sure way to protect tne
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
sheet.
range itself, prevent the increase of among you who is a better and more j the court in whiCn gald cause is pend. Notice,
westerner than I am. ing ,by said plaintiff, Charles A.
sheet
Affidavit of Assessment
big outfits, promote the quitahle use- thoroueh-eoine
of the grazing lands, and foster gen- There has been no support to the con-uinStock Blanks.
the general object of said action
homestead settlement, is to ex- - servation policies so welcome as that being: On account of a certain conBill of Sale Animals Hearing Venover
the open range a system of whiCh came from the west, and none tract entered into by said plaintiff and dor's Recorded Brand,
tend
sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
range control somewhat similar to Jn the wst more welcome than that said defendants, wherein said plaintiff
that now in effect on the national which come from Colorado. There are agreed to pay said defendants a cer 40c per book.
forests.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
men an(j organizations in Colorado, tain sum of money for the purchase of
"Whatever system of range control and j ment0n Delta in particular, a crude oil burner, designated as the Vendor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
14
may be adopted in detail, there arewhose supp0rt of the conservation 20th Century Crude Oil Burner. That
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
two things it must not do. It must pol5cies has been of the greatest value on account of said contract said plain- sheet.
not handicap or exclude the small man to the nation. It has not always been tiff made and executed his promisory
Bill of Sale,
sheet
by requiring him to spend more money jan eagy thing fov them to stand for note and gave a mortgage on his
to Gather, Drive and
Authority
for fences than he can afford, and itjwnat was right, to stand for the real ranch, known as 'Sunnyslope Ranch," Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Remust have every acre that can be set- as against the seeming lying southerly from the City of Santa corded Brand,
sheet
homesteaders freely temporary good; but they have stood TT'n In i"hn nAnTitw Af Canto TTo XT o tt ) Authority to Gather, Drive and
tied by bona-fld-e
open to such setiemeni.
Mexico, containing 220 2 acres, and Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'-Recordfor it steadily nevertheless.
conservaof
"I do not believe that a single acre
wnicn is hounded and described as
"From the standpoint
Brand, 2 sheet
of our public lands should hereafter tion to east has wasted much of its follow3
sheet.
The east half of the
of Brand.
Certificate
2
sheet.
pass into private ownership except for own superb endorsement and as an southwcst quarter and the west half
Contract.
Sheep
the single purpose of homestead set- American, as a lover of the west, I of the southeast quarter of Section B;
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
tlement, and I know that the stock- hepe that the west will profit by the also the southeast quarter of the
Bond. 3 sheet
Appeal
men stand with me in their desire to past' bitter lesson, and will not re northwest quarter and lot numbered
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet.
remove every obstacle from the path peat the mistakes of the east. The three of Section 3, all in Township
sheet
Appearance Bond.
'
of the genuine homesteader, and to east has wasted its resources, it suf- 16 N. R. 9 East of the New Mexico
Appearance Bonl on Continuance,
put every possible obstacle in the fers from the effect of the waste, Meridian, except five acres of the lat- (J. P.), 2 sheet.
pathway of the man who tries to get which now puts it at a disadvantage ter tract known as lot Numbered 10,
Bond of Appearance,
(District
public lands by misrepresentation or comoared to the west, and it is sorry. for the payment of said amount. On Court), 2 sheet
of
fraud. This is absolutely necessary Most of the capital and very many
account of misrepresentations, etc., on
on the agricultural lands. It is at the men now attempting to monopo- - the art of gaid defendants to the said
Piano given away free tonight.
least equally necessary on the mineral lize your western resources are from piaintia m re said Crude Oil Burner, j Adobe Grand.
lands. It would be a calamity, whose
baleful effect on the average citizen
we can scarcely exaggerate, if the
great stores of coal and other mineral
fuels still owned by the people in
Alaska and elsewhere should pass Into
the unregulated ownership of monopo
listic corporations.
Disorders. Do not risk

ward step down the hill of progress
we have of late been climbing.
"Our people have for many years
proceeded upon the assumption that
the nation should control the public
land. It is to this assumption of national outlook that we owe our wisest
land legislation from the homestead
law to the irrigation law. The wise
use of our public domain has always
been conditioned upon national action.
The states can greatly help, but the
nation must take the lead as regards
the land, as regards the forests and
waters; and perhaps peculiarly in the
case of the waters, because almost all
streams are really interstate streams.
Coal Lands.
"The same principle applies with peculiar force to the coal lands, and especially to the coal lands in Alaska,
whose protection and ownership oy
the federal government is so neces
sary, both for full and free industrial
development in the west, and for the
needs of our fleet in th Pacific. The
coa mines should be leased, not sold,
and those who mine the coal should
pay hack a part of the profit to the
people. Tt is the risrht and duty of the
people to demand the most vigilant
trusteeship on that part of that
branch of the federal government in
charge of the fuel resources of the
United States.
The Neutral Ground.
"Remember also that many of the
men who protest loudly against effec- tive national action would be the first
to turn rounu ana protest against
state action if such action in its mm
effective, and would then un- hesitatinelv invoke the law to show
that the state had no constitutional
power to act. Ix)ng experience has
shown that it is by no means impos- sible. in cases of constitutional doubt.
decisions
to get one set of judicial
which render it difficult for the nation
to act, and another set which render
it impossible for the state to act. In
each case the privileged beneficiaries
of the decision invoke the aid of those
who treat the constitution not as a
healthy aid to growth, but as a fetish
to prevent growth; and they assail the
advocates of wise and cautious prog- ress as being opponents of the con- stituticn. As I have said before, I am
a strong believer in efficient national
action, where such action offers the
best hope of securing and protecting
the interests of the whole people as
the interests of a few. But
am
I
emphatically in favor of state action, where state action can best serve
this purpose; and I am no less em- in favor of cordial and

C
titude In my
to
Where the state alone hadtopowerit to
could
get
act, I have done all I
act in the most advanced manner;
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grant their requests, we shall have
ourselves to blame when we wake up
and find that we have permitted another privilege to intrench itself and
another portion of what should be
kept for the public good to be turned
over to individuals for purposes or
private enrichment. During the last
session of Congress bills were introduced to transfer the water power
sites in the national forests and the
public domain to the control of the
states. I cannot state too strongly my
belief that these measures are unwise
and that it would be disastrous to enact them into law. In substance their
effect would be to free these great special interests from all effective control.
The Forest Service.
The passage of such a bill would be a
"You progressive stockmen have
victory of the special interests over
the general welfare, and a long back stood heartily by the conservation
I

within its own sphere
to se theVtate,
to
most advanced position
ISard to the whole matter of censer-
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comfortable conveyances to the cliff
Fe,
Santa
of
west
dwelling region,
(Continued From Page One)
and competent drivers who know the
the
care
of
take
and
From
good
roads
(Continued
Page fwo.)
The firm contemplates put- plaintiff and appellee, vs. Jeff. Collins,
teams.
FOR SALE Xew furniture for five ting up a stable at Buckman's as a defendant and appellant, from Quay
roomed house. M. L. Burrows.
half way station between Santa Fe county, the judgment of the lower
and the Rito de los Frijoles.
the
the
and
court is affirmed, in an opinion by
cause,
good
ladies,
Help
A splendid picture show, fine sing- Chief Justice W. H. Pope. Hagin
the town, as well as enjoy an evening of high class entertaining at the ing, band concert and Japanese lady brought forcible entry and detainer
FLOUR
DIAMOND
entertainers, all at the Adobe Grand against Collins for certain premises in
Adobe Grand tomorrow night.
sum of the town of
Have
Good
Tucumcari, known as the
"Speaking" tomorrow night for the small
Singers
cents.
25
Voices It was grand opera at the
Farmers' Home WTagon Yard. LTpon
Three ladies from Japan will enter- the trial in the district court the jury
Adobe Grand and many distinguished
tain
you at the Adobe Grand tomor- found for the plaintiff, Hagin, and
Santa Feans and people from out of
Nn BETTER FLOUR AT ANY PRICE. WITH
town were there to enjoy it. The row night. Don't miss it.
assessed his damages in the sum of
Hear Master Jack White in the lat- $450. The
EACH S CK YOU BUY YOU GET A GUESS AT
opera grand was preceded by musical
syllabus says:
Grand
THE WEIGHT OP THE BIG SACK IN OUR SHOW
selection by a visible but inaudible est Xew York hit at the Adobe
1. A motion to dismiss for failure
tomorrow night.
WINDOW WHICH WEIGHS BETWEEN 500 AND
orchestra, the pictures being or some
seasonably to file assignments of erTHE
GUESfcJNG
ONE
THE
Help the good cause, the ladies, and ror will be denied where such mo
POUNDS.
This
with
barbarous
1000
people
was considered an improvement on the town, as well as enjoy an eve- tion is not made until after such asNEAREST GETS THE BIG SACK ON SEPT. 25th
Richard Wagner's scheme of the or- ning of high class entertaining at the signments have been filed.
Try this Hour, we will take it back and cheerfully refund you
chestra invisible, and there was still Adobe Grand tomorrow night.
money if not entirely satisfactory.
2. Error not jurisdictional will, unLuna County Riley
Killing in
lots of "action" or "rhythmic dance"
set up in motion for new trial, not
less
at
Sam
and
Tinnell
killed
shot
George
to the pictures.
The opera itself
arose be considered on an appeal resulting
The
last
trouble
Cooks,
night.
Phone
L
dance
a
F.
given
which followed butterfly
over a watering place for goats in from a trial by jury.
with great "eclat" made a great hit
Dink
Cook's Peak neighborhood.
3. A general exception to an inwith those who understood Spanish the
jS31
and struction which though in part erthe
brother
of
deceased,
Tinnell,
well and whose musical education has
father-in-laof Riley roneous is in part correct cannot be
The II. E. McDaniel,
been properly looked after.
when the shoot- sustained.
were
present
George,
speaking voice of the singers was par ing took place. Sam Tinnell shot at
I HOT VStZM
In case No. 1323, Las Vegas Railpleasing and their sallies, George three times, one of the balls
ticularly
v
and Power Company, and Wilway
made during the less grandiose porpassing through the sleeve of George's
tions of the opera, made quite a hit. coat. .Sheriff Stephens has gone to liam A. Buddecke appellants, vs. The
of
St. Louis, appellee,
So did their costumes.
Cooks to hold an inquest and investi- Trust Company of
from San Miguel county, the court
The kindness of all those who have gate the affair.
Owinc to the ereat demand for these eoods which have exceeded our ex
offered their services, should be ap-- ,
Hear the "Slave Song" and "Thy orders: "That if, within thirty days
pectations, we have decided through a special request from many who were
preciated by a capacity house at the Beaming Eyes," by Miss Cheshire at from the filing of the mandate from
UDauiciuiiucuu last wees s alie,iuwiiiiuucuui ivaui oaiciui uucjuuit
week. We still have on hand a goodassortment of all the leading brands,
this court, the appellants, or some on
Adobe Grand tomorrow night.
the Adobe Grand tomorrow night.
Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your Choice
the
at
Pictures
their behalf, shall deposit with the
Those
See
Funny
1
1
L.
I.
No.
No.
X.
05
48 Lewi.
Wottenholm
Hon. T. B. Catron Thrown Out of
(ftW
each
Brandt No. 100
Woitenholm Pipe No. 149
Elks' tonight. They are the best yet.
district court of San Miguel county
C
i
tj
an
near
arroyo
Blue Steel No. 11? Worth $2.50
Roger Razor No. 116
Twins the clever Carriage Crossing
sum of one hundred thousand dolthe
See
Artiga
Also a few very high priced razors highly polished, and elabor.
Xambe yesterday, Hon. T. B. Catron the
toAdobe
Grand
at
the
contortionists
to
at
half
price.
ately finished, go
was thrown out of his carriage, the lars, the amount of their guaranteed
$1.77
$3.50 Brandt No. 115,
$3.00 Brandt No. Ill, $1.4?
morrow night.
1
No.
10 $2.17
over the wheel on account bid, such sum to be taken and considseat
$4.00 Brandt No. 112. $1.97
$4.50 Brandt
Another big attraction for the bene- of thegoing He
ered as a bona fide bid, then and In
Brandt's Beit No. 119, regular price $5.00, our price $2.97 each
picked himself up
jolt.
All razors are full hollow ground and set ready for use.
fit concert and show at Adobe Grand
event the decree confirming the
that
acunhurt by the
We will also keep on selling for another week the celebrated
tomorrow night will be the Artiga smilingly however,
sale herein shall be reversed and the
cident.
ae
is
This
third
the
similar
RAZOR STROPS
BRANDT
Twins the clever contortionists. A
cident he has experienced since he is sale set aside, and a new sale made
which are sold and advertised everywhere at $2. Our price 97c. each
$1.50 show for 25 cents.
of age. In a previous in accordance with the original deRazor Strop will put a smoother, keener
The Brandt
A Big Musical Feast to the lovers of sixty years
edtre on vour razor, with fewer strokes, than anv other stroo on the
was thrown out of his cree. Upon a resale being so ordered
he
campaign
market
Guaranteed never to become bard or giosty. Mail order, filled.
good music, hear it at the Elks' Sepnear
Cienega and sustained the court below shall make such adcarriage
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY,
tember 1 and 2. It Is Spikes and a serious
wound. In California justment of the rights of the original
The Rexall Store.
Kerr in their $1,250 musical act. the seat ofscalp
his
fell out purchaser, J. M. Cunningham, as to
Prices remain the same 10 and 15 and he broke a conveyance
1
collar
bone.
interest, costs, expenses and liabili$2.00 Razor Homes 97c.
cents. Don't fail to hear them.
ties incurred because of such original
r "
'"" "T"
3
The
ladies
at
MailOrdera
Adobe
the
Japanese
Miss Hinojos Will Sing at Concert
sale so vacated and set aside as to the
Miss
Grand
be
will
and
Foree
Mary
that
It was announced by error,
court may seem just. The case inMisses
the
Franinstead
Miss
of
Baca,
Miss Hinojos will sing at the old opera
volved
the sale of the street railway
Her first cis Hinojos as was previously stated.
house tomorrow evening.
electric
and
light power company at
Throw Bouquets at Andrews When
appearance will be on September 5, at
Las Vegas to J. M. Cunningham and
at
William
H.
Elks'
to
the
concert
JSATISFAOTION ASSURED
be
after
Andrews,
Delegate
given
jthe
THEODORE
theater for the benefit of the Rosario calling on a number of prominent others in pursuance to the foreclosn(1fTI LLAbD
RIOK. Prop
of deeds of trust to secure a
people this morning returned to his ure
cemetery fund.
issue of bonds in favor of the
room
at
the Palace, he found bouquets
Hear the First Regiment Band at
HACK SERVICE
Baggies and Saddle Horses
of dahlias, marguerites and other Trust Company of St. Louis county.
the Adobe Grand tomorrow night.
In case No. 1318, Territory of New
Unknown Man Killed on Track An flowers, sent by friends in this city.
unknown man aboiit 40 years old was Mr. Andrews was visibly pleased at Mexico on the relation of the City of
nMwmai struck by an east bound Santa Fe the attention. He expressed his de- Albuquerque, and of Simon Stern,
of treasurer of said City of Albuquerque,
passenger train near Isleta yesterday light, not only with the flowers
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
The Santa Fe, but with the trees which relators, vs. E. Pinney, as treasurer
morning and instantly killed.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on
collector of the county
body was badly disfigured and identi- stand on Washington avenue as a and
made with Automobile mobUe by
Wfication will be difficult. The remains perpetual monument to the thoughtful of Bernalillo, appellant, from Bernast0ckard.
wire.j.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, dally.
iwere taken to Los Padillas, where an ones now dead. Yes, "perpetual" lillo county, the judgment of the lower
provided the woodmen spare that axe court is affirmed in an opinion written
will be held,
Automobile leaves Vaughn for RosBeboundWi1en excellent wors can inquest
that has already cut one huge tree by Associate Justice Frank W. Parker.
at
tickets
Fischer
Drug
your
Buy
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- be d0Iie
right at bora8. consult tne Company or Capital Pharmacy for the down near the Palace.
This was a proceeding by mandamus
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Mexican. Bindery.
show tomorrow night,
Tickets for the big concert and by the treasurer of the city of Albu'
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
Williams and Rising Deserve Much picture show at Capital Pharmacy and querque against the treasurer of BerWilliams & Rising are pre-- i Fischer Drug Co. Go in and buy nalillo county to compel the latter to
Credit
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
piano gjveri away free tonight,
on
every side for furnishing whether you think you can go or not pay over to the city treasurer certain
pared
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance Adobe Grand.
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taxes claimed to be due it as the result of the collection of delinquer
taxes. The county treasurer has i
fused to pay over the money and
syllabus says:
"Chapter 57 of the. Laws of
which provides that, 'all delin
taxes' for certain years shall J
tributed to the general count
and general school fund of
'
spective counties in which ' '
collected, does not include
ied for city purposes."
i
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New York, Aug. '
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Pork
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Lar
12.12

57
Dec. 36
Oct. $21.00.
Oct. $12.10
..

:
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2; Oct. $11.95.
Cattle

29.

Re

iet; steady. Beeves
$4.908.40; Texas steers $3.756.00;
western steers $4.257.00; stockers
and feeders $4.106.10; cows $2.60
6.60; calves $6.509.50;.
Hogs
Receipts, 23,000; market,
10 cents higher. Light $8.909.45;
mixed $8.509.30; heavy $8.409.20;
ceipts, 2b,(00,

;.;

rough $8.40 8.65; good to choice
heavy $8.659.10;
piga $8.859.50;
bulk of sales $8.759.00.
Receipts, 30,000; market,
Sheep
steady. Natives $2.75 4.65; western

$2.854.65;

$4.605.75;

yearlings

lambs native $5.006.00.
Kansas City, Aug. 29. Cattle Receipts 25,000, including 3,000 southerns. Market steady to ten lower. Nasteers $4.758.25;
tive
southern
steers $45.25; southern cows $2.75
4.25; native cows and heifers $2.50
6.75; stockers and feeders $3.25
6.25; bulls $34.10; calves $48.25;

western steers
cows $2.604.75.

$4.75

western

7.25;

..

Market
Receipts 5,000.
ten higher. Bulk $8.909.35;
heavy $8.809.15; packers and butchers $99.35; light. $9.259.40.
Market
Receipts 6,000.
Sheep
Hogs

five to

steady. Muttons, $44.60; lambs $6
7; fed wethers and yearlings $45.75;
fed western ewes $3.504.50.
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WINTER OF
1910 and 1911

1910 and 1911

The Best of Made to Measure Service Right at
Home.
We are local representatives of the
American Ladies' Tailoring Company,

the famous makers of

tonight.

FOR FALL AND

FOR FALL AND
WINTER OF

Chicago,

free

Piano
given away
Adobe Grand.

man-tailore-

d

garments for women, made to
We have their
Individual measure.
Fashion Portfolio, and all their samples of cloth. Please come to our
store and see what this service means
to you.

Colored Fashion Plates.

Remarkable Prices

This large Portfolio In our store
shows 24 suit styles, 18 skirt styles
and 12 styles of coats all in actual
colors. The styles are the very cream
of the fashions for Fall and Winter
wear. We also show 180 samples of
cloth the finest selections from all
the new weaves. Any garment will be
made to-- your Individual measure In
any cloth you select An experienced
fitter In our store will take all of your
measurements fifty if necessary. The
fitter also diagrams the facts regarding your figure and style. The Chicago tailors, with these facts before
them, will fit you as perfectly as
though you went to their shop. Not
such fits as women get by mail, from
measurements taken by themselves.
These garments will lit your figure,
They will
style and individuality.
d
effects.
give you all the

These
garments
cost but little more than one pays for
The
suits
made to your measure run from $13.50
to $45.00. The
skirts run
from $5.50 to $15.00 and the coats
from $7.50 to $25.00. These prices,
remember, are for garments made to
your individual measure, with all the
effects. The reason is
that the American ladies' tailors make
a thousand garments where the ordinary tailor makes one. They buy
their materials direct from the mills
and in enormous lots. Their expert
supervision Is distributed over a very
large output. These prices will be
amazing to women who know what
garments, made to measure, 'usually cost

Our Own Guarantee

made-to-measu-

ready-made-

s.

man-tailore-

d

We guarantee you complete
faction.

This guarantee

covers

satis-

fit,

style, workmanship and materials. If

man-tailore- d

man-tailore- d

the garment when received Is not all
you expect, you

have

the perfect

right to refuse It The makers stand
back of us in this guarantee. It is for
them to fulfill It and for us It enforce
It.

We will see

that you get

man-tailore- d

man-tailore-

M. Kayser, Director

Please Coine and See

Each garment will be made under
the personal direction of Monsieur
Kayser, one of the well known men in
his line. The work is all done by
journeymen tailors. You may be certain, that every garment will have the
touch, of perfecticu.

Come and see this Fashion Porfe
folio. It is a complete education m
style. See the 180 cloths from which
you can choose. Pi-- k out the cloth
and the style that you like best and
see the price that we qoute. If you decide on one of the garments we will
see that you get prompt delivery.
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